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59-54. on Saturday and Brooklyn Poly, 67-36. last backstroke), and Rich-ard Fotiades (500-yard
Thursday, bringing their overall 1972-73 record to freestyle). It was the first time. Stopy Brook has ever
3-1, 2-0 in conference. After trailing Harpur for ten beaten Harpur in swim meet competition. The
events, the Patriots pulled ahead with three events Patriots picked up their first road victory at Brooklyn
renmaining to produce the victory. First place finishes Poly on the strength' of wins by Fred Oehrlein
were garnered by Bob Diamond (1000-year freestyle (1000-free), John Brisson (200-free), a-id Alan
and 200-yard breaststroke), Paul Plackis (200-yard Sajnacki. Their next home meet is Saturday 2 p.m.
individual medley), Mark Silvaer (11-meter and 3-meter against Seton Hall.
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By ALAN H. FALLICK

Panting exhaustion marked Saturday night's
junior varsity basketball game more than usual.
And with good reason-.

The past heroes of Patriot basketball fame
returned to their old dribbling ground in the first
annual alumni basketball game. Although Patriot
superstars Mike Kerr and Mark Kirschner were
absent, the alumni still had ten players on their
suad and an ex-manager, too.

Gerry Glassberg, the all-time Pat assist leader
and a graduate of the class of 1970, supposedly
had his shooting arm cocked for the night.
"Wassberg s going to come out of his slump," said ALUMNUS DAVE SCHIFFER tries to block a jayvee sh
Bill Gieckel ('71), "and (Bill) Myrick's going to do in the first annual alumni basketball game played

ajob. Saturday night, in which the jayvee won 81-65. Jayv



Newrs Briefs 1

International
South Vietnamese President Thieu indicates he rejects the

proposed Vietnam cease-fire draft as it stands now. However, Thieu
said he is willing to accept a temporary Christmas truce to exchange
war prisoners, and added he stands ready to release more than 1000
North Vietnamese prisoners.

Thieu also told the South Vietnamese National Assembly that no
lasting cease-fire can take effect until all North Vietnamese troops
are withdrawn from the south.

In Paris, efforts were accelerated yesterday to find peace in
Vietnam. Henry Kissinger and Le Duc Tho met for four hours, and
meet again today. Two additional meetings of U.S. and Nortt
Vietnamese negotiators are to be held before the Kissinger-Th(
session.

Chinese Premier thou En-Lai was quoted in Peking as saying a
cease-fire agreement may be no more than two or three days away.

Another 300 American GV's have left Vietnam, cutting total
U.S. troop strength within South Vietnam to 24,200 men. The U.S
Command says the figure is the lowest since the big troop build-up
in 1965.

A resolution to set up a study of world terrorism has passed on a
76-to-34 vote in the U.N. General Assembly's legal committee. The
results would be reported to next year's assembly.

The U.S. airlift to Cuba resumed yesterday, bringing 85 refugees
from the island. It was the first Cuban airlift plane in seven months.
There has been no explanation of why it was cancelled by Havana o0
why it was resumed. The flights will continue at the rate of one
plane per day, five days a week.

National
The last Apollo moon explorers are hard at work in a dusty lunar

canyon, running about twenty to twenty-five minutes behind
schedule.

Eugene Cerman and. Jack Schmitt, who brought their Challenger
lander onto the moon yesterday afternoon, were out on the lunar
surface shortly after 7 P.M., EST.

Cemnan, the mission commander, summed up their emotions when
he said, "I1 step off at the surface of Taurus-Littrow, I'd like to
dedicate the first step of Apollo 17 to all those who made it
possible."

Cernan and Schmitt scored man's most accurate lunar landing,
setting down in a mountain canyon where they will gather rocks
from the moon's violent creation and its volcanic death.

The touchdown came at 2:55 P.M., EST, as Cernan announced,
"The Challenger has landed."

Schmitt shouted to Houston, "We is here, man, is we here.
Absolutely incredible. The epic moment of my life."

Ronald Evans, orbiting in the command ship America, summed it
up with '"Challenger, this is America. I watched you all the way
down. Looks great."

A mistrial has been declared in Los Angeles in the Pentagon
Papers case against Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo. U.S. District
Judge Matt Byne, in a formal ruling, said that he will dismiss the
jurors selected last July. The defense immediately took action which
would delay picking a new jury until after the new year by filing a
motion challenging the jury selection system in Los Angeles federal
courts.

Former President Harry Truman still is seriously ill but was
somewhat improved again yesterday. Even though he was in a
semi-conscious condition, the 88-year old Truman said he feels all
right. He is being fed through a tube and is under oxygen. His doctor
also said Truman is being given extra medication for an abnormal
heart rhythm.

The House Banking Committee will hold hearings on President
Nixon's plans to continue wage and price controls. Chairman Wright
Patman says the hearings will come early in the 93rd session of
Congress, which starts next month.

Sports
Daryle Lamonica tossed two touchdown passes and Charlie Smith

ran one yard for a third-quarter score to give the Oakland Raiders a
24-16 victory over New York and kill the Jets' A.F.C. playoff hopes.

The kmss was New York's sixth against seven victories and
eliminated the Jets from their last remaining chance to gain the
A.F.C.'s wild card berth to the playoffs. That spot went to the
Cleveland Browns.

Ron Ward, the W.H.A.'s leading scorer, broke a 3-3 tie with his
27th goal of the season late in the second period and the New York
Raiders added four more goals in the final twenty minutes to crush
the Chiago Cougars, 8-3. Ward also assted on two goals by Waynt
Rivers, the second of which started the third-period barrage.
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By JONATHAN D. SALANT
A strike action of migrant

farm workers has been called
against the potato farm of I. M
Young Company in Riverhea
and will be expanded to other,
agricultural companies. This is%
the first migrant workers' action
on Long Island.

According to the Eastern
Farm Workers Association
(EFWA), which is supporting the
workers and organizing the
strike, I. M. Young had laid off
workers while waiting for the
price of Long Island potatoes to
rise on the market. The workers,
hundreds of miles from home
and with little or no money, had
to stay at the camp and pay
rent, even though they had no
income.

EFWA said that the dispute
was "building up to a climax" as
the migrants were forced to live
in unheated shacks and work for
little pay.

Illegal Eviction
After the strike began, the

workers in the Calverton camp
of I. M. Young were told that
they had to move out within
two days. Under the terms of
their contract, however, the
migants are given 30 days to
leave. A temporary injunction
against the evictions was
acquired last week, but EFWA
charges that the police told the
farm workers to leave.

Bill McKean of the Suffolk
County Police Department said
that the department had ""no
report on any (such) incidents
and the Riverhead Town Police,
in which district the I. M. Young
Co. lies, didn't ""know anything

about it."
Reports that another

conviction try would take place
brought Stony Brook students
to - the migrant strike
headquarters, set up in one of
the shacks. The migrants weren't
there, explained a member of
EFWA, because they found
temporary lodging in local
homes, thus avoiding what could
have been a serious
conrontation. But hoping to
prevent I. M. Young or the
police from closing down the
headquarters, by having a large
number of people present, the
students were joined by persons
from EFWA. However, no
incidents were reported.

The EFWA served an
injunction on Joseph Coleman,
an assistant of I. M. Young,
forbidding him to evict the farm
workers.

'"$2.89 and a dime'
The farm workers demand

"$2.89 and a dime," meaning
$2.89 an hour and a dime per
person to be given to a union
welfare fund. They also request
a daily lunch period, toilets on
the job, blankets and heat in all
camps, and for 1. M. Young to
recognize EFWA as the
bargaining agent and therefore
to sign a collective contract with
the organization.

I. M. Young Co. refused to
comment on the walkout.

The migrants' primary job is
potato grading. This is sorting
the potatoes according to size
and weight and is done before
the produce is sent to the
markets. Also on strike with the
mgants are the seasonal farm

\

pnoto by M. <onen

STRIKE: Students and
farmworkers picket the I.M.
Young Company in the first'
migrant job action on Long
Island.

workers, who work during the
specific produce seasons on
different fiams, a part-time job.

Some students met with John
Burness, Assistant to the
President, to try to enlist the
administration's support. The
students asked Burness for help
in trying to use dormitories on
campus to house the farm
workers. According to Alan
Cohen, one of the students,
Burness seemed "pretty
amenable" to the idea. However,
Bumess said that the request had
to pass through the Stony
Brook administration and then
through Albany before
permission could be granted.

Other students are doing
secretarial work or helping man
the picket lines.

There are no negotiations
taking place, and EFWA expects
a long strike.

BETHPAGE (UPI) The
Grumman Aerospace
Corporation said yesterday it
will not build any new Navy
F-14 Tomcat fighters, in spite of
the Defense Department's
announcement earlier that it will
hold the Long Island firm to its
contract.

The Bethpage, Long Island
firm, which claimed that
building additional F-14 planes'
would drive it out of business,
said it considered "invalid and
unenforceable" the Navy's
decision to exercise an option
and order 48 F-14s from
Grumman.

The option, Grumman said in
a statement to shareholders,
"does not comply with the
terms of the contract" and
therefore cannot be legally
enforced.

According to Grumman
officials, cost overruns since the

contract was signed in the finalt
week of the Johnson
Administration, have hiked the
cost per plane from 11.5 million
to 16.5 million dollars.

Jack Retalliata, Grumman's
^ric_ President for Public
Relations, said the corporation
would not elaborate on its
statement charging that the
Navy's option is "unenforce-
able." He explained the issue
involves "complicated legal
considerations" which the firm
does not wish to disclose, since
the matter may be taken to
court by either Grumman or the
Navy.

He added, however, that
Grumman does not have any
immediate plans to test the Navy
order. "We hope for an equitable
solution to this problem and we
are willing to reopen the talks
with the Navy at any time,"
Retalliata said.

Long Island's three
Republican Congressmen called
the Navy's action "regrettable..
disappointing and ... ill-advised."
The congressmen - John Wydler
of Garden City, James Grover of
Babylon, and Norman Lent of
East Rockaway - said they will
meet today to determine what
steps can be taken to reverse
the decision."

They said the Navy's
announcement "could lead to
the eventual shutdown of
Grumman," Long Island's largest
employer. "It could further
destroy the already weakened
aerospace industry on Long
Island," they said in a joint
statement.

"This is the worst type of
holiday greeting and a terrible
blow to the shaky economy of
Nassau and Suffolk Counties,"
they added.
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Students and Court Injunctions
Support Migrant Worker Strike

Grumman Defies Defense Dept.
Refuses to Build More F-14s



A letter to be sent to the Bursar in lieu of the
.$25 non-meal plan fee will soon be distributed to
O'Neill College residents and all college centers.

Tis decision was made at the meeting of the
O'Neill legislature last night.

These letters will protest the fact that the
improvements to the dorms which were to be paid

for by this fee have not yet been instituted. These
improvements were to have included the
purchasing and installation of dishwashers, ranges,

fire extinguishers, range hoods, and the rewiring
and pest extermination of the dorm.

The letter, which is to be sent by students'
parents to Bursar Ann McKeen states that "We do
not feel obligated to pay again for promised
services which have not been rendered. We
therefore feel that the $25 which was paid on the

Fall, 1972 bill should be credited toward the

Spring, 1973 bill."
According to Danny Weingast, Polity vice

president, a proposal will be submitted tonight to
the Polity Student Council to create an escrow
bank account so that students can "Pay us their
fee until action is taken." This follows a Student
Council demand that the Administration refund

the $25 fee. Wdngpst plans to speak to Polity

lawyers today to set up a court action against the

Univeibty tr obtain these refunds.
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By BILL SOIFFER

Jeffrey Glenn Smith, a former Stony Brook
student, sits behind the 30-foot stone walls of
Green Haven Correctional Facility in Stormville,
New York, serving a 7-to-15 year sentence for
selling $20 worth of marijuana, biding his time
while Governor Rockefeller considers his plea for
clemency. At the moment, Smith can only ponder
the morality of his aberrant sentence, but if his
plea for clemency is granted, he will be able to
consider a scholarship offer from Vassar College.

Smith was one of 38 arrested as the result of a
pre-dawn raid in January 1968, in which 198
Suffolk County policemen, armed with shotguns
and traveling in a caravan of 68 official vehicles,
accompanied by reporters and photographers, and
led by Suffolk Police Commissioner John Barry,
descended upon the sleeping Stony Brook campus
to conduct the largest narcotics raid ever against
any college or university.

At the time of the raid and indictment, Smith
was with a brother in Califomia. He had been a
student at Stony Brook the year before, was not
doing well academically, and had dropped out.
The indictment charged him with two counts of
selling marijuana - one half ounce in each package,
$10 for each sale - in the summer of 1967.

"Jeff sold it to a friend of ours," said his
brother Craig, "but it tumed out he was a police
informer." When an indictment was issued for his
arrest, Smith returned to his home in Terryville,

LI., and surrendered to police.
His plea for clemency, which is now under

review' and comes before the governor on

December 20, was filed by Ann Lewis, a third year

* student at Columbia Law School, who has been

assisting Green Haven prisoners with legal

problems. Lewis bases her plea on the governor's

endorsement of lower penalties for marijuana use

and Jeff's behavior as a model prisoner.

Governor Rockefeller's position on present

penalties for marijuana possession and sale is that

they are "out of proportion to the danger which

the drug poses." Even though it was his first

offense, Smith was sentenced under the old penal

code, which provided a mandatory minimum

sentence of seven years for sale of drugs, because

the sales he made occurred before the law was

changed in September 1967.
While in prison, Smith entered a college-study

program to help prisoners, sponsored by the South

Forty Corporation and created by William H.

Vanderbilt, a former governor of Rhode Island.

Smith earned an Associate in Arts degree from

Dutchess County Community College, becoming

the first prisoner in Green Haven's history to do

sot He made straight A's and now teaches a class of

pre college English to other inmates who want to

qualify for the program. "He's an extraordinary

student," said Tom Tolan, a study-program

spokesman for the college.
(Continued on page 6)

IMPRISONED: Jeffrey Smith (left) is shown with Green Haven

prison superintendent Leon Vincent. Smith is the last person

arrested during the 1968 drug bust to remain in prison.

budget has been finalized

commented that if the

referendum passed, the question

of whether funding would occur

would have to be decided by the

Judiciary.

C ommenting on the

Judiciary's decision to invalidate
the election, Election Board

Chairman Rich Wollenstein
stated that "I don't think that

the election was done as well as

it should have been, and there

should be a new election. The

voter turnout was extremely

small for the voided election.

Unofficial results put the figures

at 200, and there were no voters

in Roth.

There will be election booths

in H, Roth and Stage XII

cafeterias and in the Union

lobby for commuters from 9

a.m.-5 p.m.

irregularities in the petitioning

procedure for the referendum.
The day care referendum,

which would have Polity allocate

$15,000 to the day care centers

appears to be headed for a

Judiciary hearing if it should

pass, according to Polity
Secretary Stu Levine. Money for

the Spring semester is already
allocated, and thus, the third

part of the referendum "that

one-half the sum ($7500) be

allocated for Spring, '73 is the

most difficult feature to

institute."
A motion passed by the

Senate on December 3 states

that "the Senate shall not cut a

budget after it has been

finalized, unless the group allows

its budget to be cut for that

deletion for that allocation."

Current Polity Treasurer Dave

Friedrich, who says that the

Polity elections will be held

tomorrow for the post of

Treasurer, along with a

referendum on allocating

$15,000 to day care centers on

campus.
Mark Dawson will be the only

candidate for treasurer on the

voting machine ballot, but

write-in votes can be .cast.

There will not be a "No" vote.

(Dawson's campaign statement is

printed on page 19.)
The election was originally

held last week, Dec. 3, but was

subsequently declared void in a

unanimous decision by the

Polity Judiciary. This action was

taken in response to a request

for an injunction by a senior,

Michael Vinson, who charged

that there were voting

irregularities and a lack of

publicity about the election. He

also charged that there were

-J* * --- - -v -

YESTHERE IS A POLITY ELECTION; As indicated on the sign

shown above, polling will take place at H, Roth, and Stage XII

Cafeterias as well as the Union Lobby for commuters.

i of $25 Fee
By depositing money in this account, Fred

Bauer, spokesman for the five man ad hoc
committee against the $25 non-meal plan fee,
explained that students will be letting the
Administration know that the Bursar "will be paid
when the service is rendered." 'Bauer, however,
intends to set up his own bank account since he
feels that Polity's plan "doesn't give me control
over my $25." Bauer said that yesterday he
received "assurances from Housing that the
Administration will probably not use its powers to
collect the money." Weingast has had similar
assurances. Administration officials could not be
reached for verification.

Meanwhile, Robert Chason, Assistant Vice
President for Student Affairs, has expressed
concern that the changes promised to the students
have not taken place. He noted that the Food Plan
Task Force; initiated last year, will be re-activated
to meet with Albany officials. He hopes to
formulate recommendations to improve the
situation.

Gershwin College has also decided to protest the
fee calling it "unfair," and "will support any
students who will not pay the said fee next
semester."

Senators who are receiving a copy of the letter
being asked to make copies for residents of

their college. Anyone having difficulty obtaining a

copy should contact Fred Bauer at 6-6365.
O'NEILL COLLEGE RESIDENT FRED BAUER: He expiameu at

the O'Neill College Legislature meeting last night that students will

be letting the Administration know that the Bursar "will be paid

(the $25) whon the semes o r x rx i - ri, - 7'. d

$20 Gross Sale Imprisons Former Student

Treasurer and Day Care on Ballot To-mori *ow

7Rnrsar to Receive Letters in Liel
By GILDA LePATNER
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Student Govarnm«»nt

Stipends Brought Up Again; All Voted Do:wn

"'Warehouse with Windows'

By EDWARD DIAMOND
The Polity Senate aain voted

last Sunday against the policy of
awarding monetary stipends to
members of Polity Executive
Committee, Statesman, WUSB,
the Ambulance Corps, and other
Polity organizations.

In other actions, the Senate
id a motion declaring its

desire that the University
increase funds to the Infirmary,
and heard from Stony Brook

with the second amepdment
proposed by Bittman, asking
that the same criteria established
by KMok for Council financial
need be established for
Statesman editors and
Ambulance Corps members,
failing by over 20 votes.

"How many times can you
vote on the same thing?"
queried Bittman, as Levine
introduced a stipends motion for
the second time in the meeting.
Bittman also moved to adjourn
the meeting before a vote on the
second motion could be taken,
but was voted down, 12416.

The second motion, whFh
ado failed to meet the necessary
two4hirds maorty, asked for
stipends for the Couneil,
Statesman and WUSB members,
with the Ambuance Corps to
deermine the desirability of
distributing 1undi to their
-members at a future Senate
meeting. An addition to this
motion asked for a review board
to be set up composed of the
aforementioned groups, as well
as the Senate, to determine
financial need.

Financial Need
As has happened at previous

Senate meetings where votes on
stipends were taken, there were
those senators who voted for
stipends along with council
members, claiming that to

prohibit stipends is to exclude
contention for offiee those
persons who cannot.afford the
time that might otherwise be
spent at a paying job.

Opponents of stipends
included Kiok, who claimed that
*there are plenty other people
on campus doing lots of work
and not getting paid for it," and
"that a person serves because he
wants to, not because he's
getting money."

Sanger Senator Robert
Schwartz declared that he voted

t the entire question of
stipends because of the lack of
adequate means of deterining
any individual's financial rht to
monetary compensation, as well
as a lack of an adequate list of
an go whose members
deserve these w of monies.

An Interesting crossover
however was Polity Vice

President Dan Weingast, who up
till this Sunday had voted for
Council sponsored motions on
stipends, but this week voted
against them.

Weingst said, "The whole
issue of stipends got to be
totally. absurd. Everybody
wanted a piece of the fat, as the
supposed non-materialistic
counter -culture was becoming a
bunch of money hungry
vultures.

(Continued on page 6)

junior Fred Bauer about
proposed actions against the
University non-meal plan fee.

The question of stipends was
raised during two separate
motions by Polity Secretary
Stuart Levine. Three weeks ago
the Senate first raised and
defeated the idea of stipends for
Council members.

The first motion by Levine, to
allocate $2400 for stipends for
the Pblity Executive Committee,

with $1400 to come from
unallocated and $1000 from the
administrative section of the
1972-73 budget, was voted
down, 16-11-1, with 19 votes
needed to pas, since all
budgetary matters require a
two-thirds majority.

Attached to this failing
motion was an amendment by
Polity Treasurer Dave Friedrich
to allow Statesman to allocate
funds for editors' stipends out of
;heir advertising revenue, as well
as allowing the Ambulance
Cobps to allocate their members
stipends, if they desired to.
Levine Indicated that he will
-continue to bring the matter of
stipends to the Senate at future

The question of stipends for
the Council was originally
brought up at last Sunday's
Senate meeting,, but was tabled
after Mitch Bittman threatened
to move that the meeting be
adjourned.

Adendmetss Rejeted
Earlier, at this most recent

session, the Senate had voted to
reject several amendments to the
first stipend motion. The first
amendment, introduced by Josh
Kiok, directing the entire Senate
body to act as a review board to
determine whether Executive
Council members were
financially needy, failed 13-14-1,

The nearly completed Graduate Chemistry
building, which one administrator has called a
'*arehouse with windows"' is scheduled to
open by January. It has cost an esffmated $20
million and contains 274,000 square feet of
space.

Te graduate faculty, students, and
Ie- ces, will occupy the top four floons of
the sevenstory s Th tid floor
contains aooms and offices, and is expected
to be used tem ily by another deWprtment
not yet determined. On the lower two floors
awe the chemisry library, student lounges, and
meIhanical space. It wm be connected to the
original Chemisry building by a third Door
endoed arcade.

On the other side of an arcade and loading
ramp is located the volatile materials shed
where any inflammatory or explosive chemicals
ae stored. A skylight in the roof insures that an
explosion will follow the path of leat
Iresiae and blow safely

When the Gaduate a buding s
peted, a =mp wi ran from a road under

one of its adcways up to the demi quad,
givin the handcaped aceses to tibe mu

ara from a speca 46-car paking lot on the
other side of the Chemisty building. Te ramp
wil run through a paz area in the middle of a

U formed by the libruy, graduate, and
undergraduate chemistry buildings.

.-a s_ _ -a .A_ -_- et - - 'r� -.- -
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Community Month:

Goods But Not Great
By PAULA LEIBOWITZ

While Octobers 'YCommunity Month" neither drew hordes of
community residents onto campus nor very many students off
campus, ost of the month's organizers considered the event
worthwhile.

A me to review what happened during Community Month
and to discuss the future of the Community Month idea was held
here November 27. Those in attendance included representatives
from the Setauket Civic Association for University Cooperation,
Three-Village Board of Education, Three-Village Teachers'
Associaton, Polity, and faculty and staff members.

Succenful Idea

"Everybody at the meeting said they felt Community Month was
a successful, good idea" and that "it should be continued in the
future," said Dave Woods, Director of University Relations at Stony
Brook. "A lot of people on campus are not familiar with the
community and a lot of people in the community are not familiar
with the campus. It worked out well. Those students involved in
Community Month deserve a tremendous amount of credit. But an
awful lot more needs to be done. There's still the matter of getting
tbe Community and university people involved with each other.'

Joeeph Van Denbcrg, President of- the Alumni Assblation at

Stony Brook and a community resident, added: "We would like to
see great undergraduate student participation at these events -
students have come under attack in recent years and it's up to the
people to become involved in progams, committees, and workshops
to change those opinions."

Mrs. Harry Degenhardt, co-chairman for the Community
Committee for Community Month, felt that 'They didn't come by
tens of thousands, but we're looking forward to having something
like this next year. We're encouraged by it and we know it will
continue." Fredrick K. Hackett, President of the Association for
Community- University Cooperation (ACU%), saod: "I liked it, but
would like to know more about what students want to know about
the community." He cited the fact that only two students showed
up for a bicycle tour of the community. "ACUC would aim to carry
on these events in the future," he said, but more is needed to be

known from the students.

Not Enough Involvement

According to Chris Carty, co-chairperson of Carnival Weekend,
Carnival Weekend "Sas a success in that it made the community
more aware of the University as more than a metropolis in their
midst. It didn't generate enough involvement, though. I think in the
future, that if it was confined to a shorter time, we would see a
greater intensity of involvement."

The Association for Community-University Cooperation, whose
membership includes community residents and Stony Brook faculty,
staff, and students, was assigned the task of organizing future
campus-community workshops. The ACUC was chosen for this task
because its mandate is to encourage the development of improved
understanding and better communication in the community. Future
community ams won't be on "such a sustained basis," said

Woods. Rather, it would involve a '"whole series of open-house
1_pam-." ACUC will be talking about plans for this within the

next few weeks. Anyone with ideas "Is invited to help aAA plnning
for next years pogram. It is nw ompw ely open," sald Woods,

Community mouth Wusstd of a sre of events, fMm, and
exhibits dined by ommunity dents and students. There was a

epintig conteIt, a student-community weekend which
included a music tent and a carnival, an exhibit of moon rocks, a
Health Sciences Career dinic, walking tours of the campus, sad ilms
of Stony Brook. The Men's Division of the Three-Village Garden
Club had an exhibit on coneaon, there was an art exhibition by
community aft groups, and area e deptmens brought their
newet equipment for disopy.

Fill Open by End of January
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qualified her enthusiasm. She

explained that it would take

some time and work for the plan
to be implemented. "You would
have to define their duties," she

said. "Adequate screening and

training proses are necessary."
One problem that

implementation of good health
care on this campus faces, is the

Infirmary's poor location. A
solution to this, says Nayman,
would be the establishment of

"out-reach" programs. These

would consist of quad-wide first

aid stations that would be
manned by volunteers who hold

first aid cards. They would be

able to treat minor injuries that

require band-aids, cold
compresses, or other minor

treatments. Students could also
work in counseling programs at

each quad, eliminating the need

to make an appointment with

the Infirmary and physician. A

student to student relationship
could be formed.

Too Few Professional
At a meeting of the Health

Professions Society on
November 30, Nayman
explained his proposal and asked
for volunteers among the
predental and pre-med students.
A dozen persons responded.

Patricia Kimmins, one volunteer,
Showed some skepticism. "I
think it's a good idea," she said,
""but I don't think it's going to
help. Volunteers are one thing,
but there are just not enough
professional people, doctors or
nurses.

Dr. Edmond H. Peligrino,
University Vice President for
Health Sciences, whose office

oversees the Infirmary, indicated'
that he thought the proposal was
basically sound, but found it
impractical at present. 'The
number of professionals is
totally inadequate," he said,
"but possibly a reorganization of
the structure of the Infirmary of
this type could produce a more
efficient result and better health

care for the students of Stony
Brook."

An advisory committee or
board of trustees would be set
up before the initiation of this
new proposal. This board would
be directly responsible for the
supervision and screening of
volunteers. This committee
would be made up of
undergraduates, commuters,
graduate students and those
involved in the health field.
McWhirter would head the
advisory board.

By VINCENT COSTANTINO
Long waiting time, seemingly

unorganized service and the
Infirmury's location on campus
are problems that may be
resolved next semester if the
facility becomes a University
neighborhood health center.

The Infirmary is one of the
programs that has felt the

economic pinch of recent state
austerity. Without relief from
Albany in sight, according to Dr.
David McWhirter, Director of
the Infirmar an alternative
means of relieving some of the
Infirmary's problems had to be
developed.

Nathan Nayman, a junior at

Stony Brook, one of the
vi ce-presidents of the
Ambulance Corps, has developed
a possible alternative method. It

would convert the Infirmary

into a neighborhood health
center. Nayman believes that

this concept would bring the
professional personnel at the

Infirmary and the students they

serve into closer contact.
Manpower shortages are

responsible . for many of the

Infirmary's problems. According
to Nayman, even though there
isn't enough money to hire
additional personnel, the
Infirmary can obtain the

manpower needed to relieve

some of its problems by using

student volunteers.
A volunteer would work

either as a clerical aid or as a
nurse 's aid. Adequately

u sed Nrun could
work as doctor's assistants. They
could aid doctor by taking
patients' blood pressure 01
temperatures. This procedure is

now done by nursest
*"Ready to Cooperate"

Reacting to the idea of such a

program, nurse Jean Jordan,.
director of the nurses at the

Infirmary, said that the nurses

were ' Iready to cooperate," but

Pni10 DY oudr r y nuuon

TAKING BLOOD PRESSURE: If Nathan Nayman's plan is
accepted, this and other functions may be performed by qualified

student volunteers, freeing nurses for other duties.

eectrial service is halted.
However, a new system has

already been installed in the

buildings in G quad, and 4"work
on either James or 'Pngm" in

H is proceeding now, Buck says.
He indicated that this new
system in both G and H quads
will "most likely be in operation
by the end of the year."'

Another serious problem
isolated in the November 7
Statesman was a lack of student
knowledge on fire safety. Since
then, Benson has attached a note

on the function and location of

fire extinguishers on A recently

distributed memorandum to

students in G and H quads.
Also, Buck says, he would be

willing to "go into these areas"
and speak on fire safety.
However, he continued, "I have

never been invited." He claims
that by held dsc s
with ItudenE In Roth quad were

In response to student
tampering with systems, Joseph
Kimble, director of safety and
security, issued a memorandum
to all students reminding them
of the possible legal implications
of initiating or circulating a
false report or warning of an
alleged occurrence or impending,
occurrence of a fire." Falsely
reporting an incident is a class B
misdemeanor.

A l ready a supposed
"non-student," according to
Buck, 4was a d on

November 18 for pulling m

alrm.
Emergency Liht

It was alo reported in the
November 7 St _ that the

emergencyy lighting system in G
and H quads were `generally
i noperative.^' This
battery-operated system allows
people "to see to get out of a

bid<g in ma e of an
erIoeg ency in whih ora

with the existing fire alarm

systems Buck reports that there
have now been 229 false alarms
reported this year. Because the
64[fire] bells operate on

batteries" this tampering serves
to "keep wearing down the

batteries."
Sporadic Operation

It was reported in the

November 7 article that the fire

alarm system in Benedict College
' wo r ked sporadically,"

dlng to Roy Benson, H

quad manager, while that in
Langmuir College had

experienced difficulties for "at

least two years."
"Unfortunately," he continues,
"students are getting go use to

filse alm," that whenever

they now heer the fire bells,

4they put their hand on the wall

and if it is not hot, roll over and

go back to sleep." How "aer u "an
systems a Bow badaly In

operation," Boc says.

University fire mArsh the

carbon dioxide extingushe
have yet to be installed because
his department has simply been
too busy replacing and refilling
already existing water
extinguishers which students
"empty out." He claims that his

department must replace about
"40-50 [extinguishers] a week."
"I hope we can get the C02
extinguishers up this week, I
really hope so," Buck says.

Currently there is only one
carbon dioxide ex isher per
wing. It is located on the second
floor end hal lounges of the
buildings in these quads. These
extinguishers- are used to combat
grease fires or electrical fiCs.
A c cording to Norman
Berhannan, G quad manager,
,"there [presently] aren't enough
extinguishers" for adequate

probe Mom.
Fse Aloi t

Students eontinuwe to tamper

By GARY ALAN DeWAAL
Inadequate fire safety still

characterizes conditions at

dormitories in both G and H

quads. Carbon dioxide

extinguishers ordered for each

end hall lounge, and received by

the University on July 26, 1972,

have yet to be distributed; a new

emergency system is still not

fully installed in H quad; and

student tampering with fire

alarm and water extinguishers

continues to be a major

problem.
However, University efforts

have been made to improve fire

safety since a Statesman artide
reporting "inefficient fine alarm
and emergency ligting system,

excessive student tampering with

current systems ... and a lack

of student knowledge" of the

locaion of fire extinguishers in

G and H quad lred on

November 7.
According to Geoige Buck,
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Student Volunteers and Reforms
May Be Infirmary's First AidCrime Round-up

ComplW d byM B FRIEDMAN

December 4
1) A complainant from the Biology department reported

missing equipment from the Biology building. Included was a

Nogm IV tape recorder valued at $2,500, a Sony monitor

worth $500, plus small equipment totaling to $760.

2) Smoke was reported by a staff member of the Union near

the Knosh area. Upon arrival of a unit the smoke had

diminished and no damage was apparent.

December 5
1) A complainant stated that while in Y-Lot, she was

approached by a middle-aged male who asked directions to the

Gym and then exposed himself to her. The suspect was

wearing a long black and white tweed coat with only shoes and

socks.
2) A signal was received on the Simplex Fire Board indicating

trouble in Hendrix College. A unit was dispatched and a

student explained that a controlled flame used in rehearsal for

a musical production accidently set off the heat detector. No

damage was done.

December 6
1) A student reported that a mattress was burning outside of

E-wing of Benedict College. Units responded and used five fire
extinguishers to put out the smoldering mattress. It appeared

that the mattress was brought to the site, .and not dropped

from some window.

December 7
1) A student stated that when she and her roommate walked

into their room, they noticed two males inside. When she

asked the subjects what they wanted they said they were

looking for a person by the name of "Joe." One of the girls

called Security and then a subject pushed her from a doorway

and ran into the hall. The building and area were patrolled but

the subjects had already fled.
2) The barber shop in the Union building was broken into and

two bottles of shampoo, valued at $3.00 were missing.

December 8

1) Items estimated to be worth nearly $5,000 were stolen

from various lockers operated by contractors or construction

sites. Suffolk County Police department -and county detectives

were notified.

TOTAL KNOWN DAMAGE TO PROPERTY AND STOLEN

MEMS FOR THIS PERIOD WAS APPROXIMATELY

$9,500.0 .

Fire Safety Still Inadequate in 'G 9 and H'H



Have you missed mama's cooking?

sr-BROTHERS TRATTORIA
BROOKTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

NESCONSET HIGHWAY & HALLOCK ROAD
751- 7411

HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
SPAGHETTI ENTREES

SPAGHETTI-TOMATO SAUCE ..... 1.10 EGG PLANT PARMIGIANA ......... 1.90
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS ..... 1.50 . SAUSAGE AND PEPPERS .......... 2.50
BAKED ZITI ................... .1.50 CHICKEN CACCIATORE ........... 2.50
CHEESE RAVIOLI .............. .1.50 VEAL SCALLOPPINE WITH PEPPERS .. .2.75
BAKED LASAGNA ............... .1.75 VEAL WITH MUSHROOMS ........ 2.75
MANICOTTI .................... .150 VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA ...... 2.75

Above orders Served With Bread & Butter

APPETIZERS Spaghetti, French Fries or Salad

ANTIPASTO .................... .1.75 SALAD PLATES
SHRIMP COCKTAIL .............. .1.75 TUNA SALAD .................. .1.10
BAKED CLAMS ................. 1.75 COTTAGE CHEESE and FRUIT ...... 1.10
SOUP OF THE DAY ................. 50 SARDINES (Individual Can) ........ 1.25
TOSSED SALAD ................. 50 TUNA (Individual Can) ............ 125
MELON IN SEASON .............. .50 SALMON (individual Can) .......... 125

PIZZnA Served with Lettuce & Tomato, Pimento & Olives

CHEESE ...................... 2.40 SEAFOOD
SAUSAGE ............ ...... 290 SWEET, MEDIUM or HOT SAUCE

MUSHROOMS ............................. .. 1.90

PEPPERS .................... 2.90 MUSSELS ...................... 139-

ANCHOVIES .................. 2.90 FILET OF SOLE ................. 190
SICILIAN PIZZA ................. 4.00 FRIED SHRIMP ................. 2.75

CALZONE WITH HAM .............. 70 SHRIMP MARINARA , ., . ..2.75

-BROTHERS SPECIAL .4.......... .50 LOBSTER TAI L- BUTTERSAUCEBROTH6K5 t^^lMI. .......... M.9V R MARINARA ............... JL75
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Jeff Ieceived such a severe penalty becamuse, unlike all
the other defendants, he was not offered the -hance to
plead guilty to a lesser charge. Assistant Suffolk Distct
Attorney Henry O'Brien said, "Jeff was offered a chance
to plead guilty on two misdemeanor pleas. But the
police indicated that this would be improper because the
sentence would be too lenient. The offer was made and
withdwa within 30 seconds."

In a New York Times interviewl Smith recalled the
trial before County Judge Gordon M. Lipetz as a
nightmare. "Yeah," he said, "I wasmok a S ing
pills and getting high with four or five other guys, and
one of them turned out to be a police informer. But I
wasn't deaing by no means. The sales were like a favor
,-. a friend."

Suffolk County D. A. George Aspland insists that
once the jury had found Jeff guilty, Judge Lipetz had no
choice - the sentence was mandatory under the old law.

However, O'Brien claims there was a choice. "'The
judge could have given him probation," he said, "but the
District Attorney's office must leave the sentence to the
discretion of the judge."

If brought up on the same charges today Jeff
probably would have been given a suspended sentence.

Judge Lipetz commented on the 7-to-15 year
sentence. "I don't know why there is so much interest in
this case except that he's a good student. It's no joy to
send a young fellow away. There was nothing that could
be done - no way out of it."

Pardon Investigation
Whether Jeff will receive a pardon from the governor

cannot be discerned. An investigation is currently
underway by the governor's staff. He has already been
interviewed by the governor's aides. A psychiatric panel
has examined him, and its report, along with a report
from the parole board, go to the governor before the
final decision is made.

Aides to the governor refuse to speculate on his
chances for pardon. Local support for Jeff's clemency is
rising in the community. Assemblyman Peter Costigan
has written Governor Rockefeller, asking for executive
clemency. He said, "The kid has a marvelous record. He
shows complete rehabilitation."

University officials have acknowledged that President
Toll has sent a letter to Governor Rockefeller, requesting
clemency for Smith.

Meanwhile, inmate no. 14644 waits at Green Haven
prison as -if some cunning Machiavellian hoax was being
played upon him and his life. His future is -in other
hands, awaiting the governor's decision.

(Continued from page 8)
Vassar College, impesed with his achievements and

rehabilitation, has offered him a full scholarship for next
semester so that he can mm his bachelor's degree -
provided he can get out of prison. He hopes to go to law
school after receiving his bachelor's degree. Under the
terms of his sentence, however, unless he receives the
Governor's clemency, he is not eligible for parole until
1974.

Of the 38 persons arrested in the Stony Brook raid,
the longest jail term beside Smith's was nine months.
More than half were released on probation. All of the
charges were for session or sale of marijuana, hashish,
or pills; the charges against some of the defendants
included more than 30 counts of sale and psson of
narcotics.

Jeffrey Smith's younger brother, Craig, then 17, was
put on five years' probation on three counts of sale and
one of p on. An older brother, Frank, served six
months on the county farm on two harwes of sale of
narcotics.

In the interim ye-r, and a half between his arrest and
trial, Jeff enrolled at Suffolk Community College, where
his cumulative average was 4.0. He was the last of the
original defendants to be sentenced.

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT JOHN S. TOLL:
Administration officials acknowledge that Toll has sent a
letter to Governor Rockefeller asking for clemency for
Jeffrey Smith.

POSSESSION OF THE WEED, and the sale of it to a "friend," in the quantity of one ounce, entitles Jeffrey Smith
to serve a sentence of from seven to fifteen years at Green Haven Prison.

next semester's bill. (See related
article on p. 3)

Bauer requested that all
Senators run off copies of the
letter for those students in each
residential senator's college not

on the meal plan. He further
suggested that instead of paying
the $25 fee, students should
send the letter to the Bursar.

Besides approving its own
previous meetings minutes, with
an addition showing that the
motion concerning Polity's
additional payment to its
lawyers for unlimited legal use
and counselling had been

approved, a weary Senate also
unanimously approved a motion
by Rich Ippolito stating that the
Adminisation (should) become
aware of the need for improved
health services and thereby
increase fundg for the
University Infrmary."9

The Senate now soas
adjourned until January.

(Continued from page 4)

"Until the issue of who is
finacially dependent can be
resolved, stipends should not be
goanted."

Non-Meal Plan Fee
The Senate also heard from

Bauer concerning proposed
actions against the $25
mandatory non-meal plan fee.
Bauer distributed to each
Senator a mimeographed letter
which would state an
individual's intent not to pay the
$25 fee. The letter states, "We
do not feel obligated to pay
again for promised services
which have not been rendered."

The reason for the fee
originally was to provide for
adequate wiring and cooking
facilities, which, acdhg to

Bauer, have not been Hslled.
The letter sets that the fee

for these services paid for last
tern be credited towars paying

December 12, 1972

Clemency Sought for Smith from Rocky

Polity Senate Downs

Stipends for All Clubs
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FORTUNOFF CAMERA DEPT.
TALKS YOUR LANGUAGE!

WE TALK DARKROOM/ WE TALK TRADES/
WE TALK LENSES AND ACCESSORIES/

AND WHEN YOUVE CHECKED OUR PRICES.
YOU'LL KNOW WE TALK CHEAP !!

00

:

ARGUS 881 ZOOM
GAF 2500
DEJUR 84 AZ
DEJUR 888 AZ
DEJUR VIV -73
BOLEX 18/5 ZOOM
BOLEX MULTIMATIC
ZOOM
BELL & HOWELL 456
ZOOM
BELL & HOWELL 466b
ZOOM
KODAK M95 ZOOM

69.98
79.98
69.918
99.98

149.98
149.98

199.98

79.98

99.98
135.98-

SLIDE PROJECTORS
(ALL NEW!)

ROLLEI P 37E 99.98
BELL & HOWELL 965 OT 79.98
BELL & HOWELL 982 QD 129.98
AIREQUIPT 660 69.98
AIREQUIPT 670 ZOOM 99.98
SAWYERS 570 AF 66.98
SAWYERS 737 AQ O 98.98
HONEYWELL 620 99.98
HONEYWELL 630 114.98
LEITZ PRADOVIT COME IN
KODAK CAROUSEL
860 H CUSTOM 168.98
KODAK CAROUSEL 650H 79.98

SLIDE TRAYS (NEW!)
ARGUS 60 1.99
ARGUS 80 2.49
AIREQUIPT METAL MAG 1.59
AIREQUIPT CIRCULAR
TRAY 1.99
SAWYERS EASY EDIT
TRAY 1.09
SAWYERS ROTOTRAY 1.99
BELL & HOWELL CUBES 3/1.19
KODAK CAROUSEL 80 2.19
KODAK CAROUSEL 140 3.79

STROBES (ALL NEW!)

KONICA AUTO S2 AUTOMATIC
35MM CAMERA
The all time 'best buy" in a 35mm automatic
camera. Features: goof-proof automatic exposure*
rangefinder focusing*highspeed f 1.8 lenso
optional manual settingsocomplete with leather
case.

NOW 97.98

an.9e

52.913
54.98

54.98

79.98

59.98

109.98

44.98

97.98

53.98

69.98

94.98

69.98

ROLLEI 35
ROLLEI 35B
PETRI 35E w/case
ARGUS COSINA
COMPACT 35 w/case
YASHICA 35 GS
Electro w/case

YASHICA ATORON KIT

YASHICA ATORON
ELECTRO KIT
YASHICA ELECTRO.
LENS SET
YASHICAMAT 124G
W/case

RICOH 500 G w/case
CANON CANONET
QL28 w/case
CANON CANONET
QL 17 w/case
KONICA C-35 COMPACT
w/case

ARGUS/COSINA STL 1000
35mm CAMERA
If you know cameras, you'll know just how good
a buy this is ! Features: through-the-lens exposure
control and micro-spot focusing-shutter speeds
from 1 second to 1/I000 of a second*builtqn self
timer*professional black body finish-automatic
meter shut-off switch*highspeed fl. 8 lens.

Our Regular Price, 149.98 NOW 119.98

HONEYWELL PENTAX SPOTMATIC
35mm SLR CAMERA
Special Purchase! This famed camera at an
unprecedented low price! Features: through-
thelens metering *th rough-thetens focusing*
Takumar fl. 8 lens*shutter speeds from 1 second
to 1/11000 of a second*complete interchangeability
of lenses*self-timerecompact, lightweight body
design.
Our Regular Price, 199.98 NOW 159.98

ROLLEI E17C AUTO
ROLLEI E15B
ROLLEI E19BC AUTO
ROLLEI E27C AUTO
HONEYWELL 100
HONEYWELL 360 AUTO
BRAUN F34
BRAUN F16 BLS AUTO
VIVITAR 91
VIVITAR 201 AUTO
VIVITAR 271 AUTO
BAUER E16
BAUER E201 AUTO

54.98
14.98
24.98
74.98
19.98
69.98
18.98
29.98
13.17
26.37
52.77
38.98
58.98

MINOX C w/case & chain 179.98

MINOLTA 16 QT KIT 69.98
MINOLTA HIMATIC 7S 71.98
w/c
MINOLTA HIMATIC E
w/strobe & case 99.98
OLYMPUS 35 SP w/case 92.37
OLYMPUS 35 RC w/case 79.17
OLYMPUS 35 EC w/case 65.97
OLYMPUS 35 ECR w/cas 79.17

LEICA M5 COME IN

SUPER 8 MOVIE
CAMERAS (ALL NEW)
ROLLEI SL82 w/case 109.98

ROLLEI SL81 w/case 79.98
ARGUS COSINA 704
w/case 89.98
ARGUS COSINA 706
w/case 102.98
ARGUS COSINA 718 1
w/case 154.9
YASHICA 600 E 139.98
YASHICA LD 6 189.98
YASHICA 40K 99.98
NIZO S40 169.98
NIZO S48 219.98
BOLEX 250 169.98
BELL & HOWELL 442 BG 79.98
BELL & HOWELL 672 xL 159.98
CANON 318 M w/case 89.98
CANON 518 SV w/case 179.98
MINOLTA D6 w/case 164.98
MINOLTA D4 w/case 129.98
KODAK XL 55 154.98
BAUER CIM 99.98
BAUER C ROYAL 6 224.98
BAUER C 2M 134.98

DARKROOM
ACCESSORIES (NEW!)
WESTON THERMOMETER 7.98
GRALA8 300 TIMER 22.98
TIME 0 LITE M59TIMER 21.98

FILM PROOFER 9.98
PREMIER NTC DRYER 18.98
PREMIER 12" TRIMMER 8.9#

ENLARGERS (ALL NEW!)
VIVITAR E34 w/50 f
75 lenses 65.97
OMEGA-B22 XL w/50
& 75 lenses 139.98
DURST M601 w/50 lens 149.98
DURST F60 w/50 lens 74.98
DURST F30 w/50 lens 44.98
PATTERSON 35 w/50lens 69.98
BESELER P35 w/50 lens 59.98
E L-N I KOR 50MM f 4 lens 32.98

LENSES (ALL NEW!)

CANON FTb 35mm SLR CAMERA
Super Value[ This is Canon's latest, and it's been
rated //I in its field. Features: Wide-open TTL
metering *speeds to I/1000th of a second -50mm
fl. 8 Canon automatic lenseexclusive-QL loading
system.
Our Regular Price, 249.98 NOW 214.98

OMEGA B22 ENL
The enlarger that sets the
Features: 2 lenses for 35
21/x21/ negativesoup to
prints on baseboard*collI
seconds for closet storage
condensers and dustless r
carriers.
Our Regular Price, 159.91

NOW 124.98 with

VIVITAR
28MM f2.5 AUTO
35MM f2.8 AUTO
135MM f2.8 AUTO
200MM f3. 5 AUTO

VI VITAR 85 to 205
AUTO ZOOM
ACCURA

28MM f2. 8 AUTO
35MM f2. 8 AUTO
135MM f2.8 AUTO
200MM f 3.5 AUTO

SUN 85 to 210 AUTO
ZOOM
MI DA 70 to 230 AUTO
ZOOM PENTAX
GAF-LENTAR 200MM
f3. 5 AUTO PENTAX
MINOLTA

135MM f 2.8
MC ROKKOR
35MM f2.8
MC ROKKOR
135MM f3.5
MC ROKKOR

CANON
35MM f3. 5 FO AUTO

68.48
52.78
60.23
76.73

131.73

49.98
34.98
39.98
49.98

99.98

108.98

39.98

VIVITAR 261 AUTOMATIC
ELECTRONIC FLASH
Save $20 on this special purchase!
Features: built-in computer automatically
delivers exact amount of light needed.
built-in Nicad batteries recharge in
only 2% hours *over 70 shots per full
charge * recycles in only 6 seconds -
1 year full guarantee carrying can.

Our Regular Price, 59.98 NOW 39.98

135MM f3. 5 FD AUTO 10.98

Available in mounts for most
SLR CAMERAS

109.98

89.98

89.98

79.91
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MOVIE PROJECTORS
(ALL NEW!)

35MM SLR CAMERAS
(ALL NEW!)

CANNON FTb fl.4 252.98
CANNON TLb. fl.8 159.98
CANNON Fl fl.4 392.98
NIKON F2 COME IN
NIKKORMAT FTn f2 224.98
MINOLTA SRT 101fl.7 198.98
MINOLTA SRT 101fl.4 224.98
MINOLTA SRT 100fl.9 157.98
MAMIYA SEKOR AUTO
XTL fl .8 244.17
MAMIYA SEKOR 1000
DTL fl.8 149.98
RICOH SINGLEX TLS 12 9
fl.8 w/case 127.98
LEICAFLEX SL COME IN
KONICA AUTO REFLEX
T2 fl.8 w/case 219.98
KONICA AUTO REFLEX
T2 fl.4 w/case 246.98
KONICA AUTO REFLEX
A fl.8 w/case 182.98
YASHICA TL-Electro X
f1.7 w/cas 169.98
OLYMPUS FTL WS. w/cae 179.98
PETRI FT - EE fl.8 w/ca 139.98
FUJICA ST 701 fl.8 w/case 149.98

35MM RF & MINIATURE
CAMERAS (ALL NEW!)

Sorry, no mail or phont orers..

Tvrtunofr
« Camera Department-2nd Floor ^-
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Christmas Cards: An

Aid to War Orphans
By JEAN SCWNDLER

Dr. Tran T. Gien, a Vietnamese nist working as a
visiting research a ant in the Physics department's Institute
of Theoretical Physics, is selling Christmas cards in order to
raise money to help Vietnamese war orphans. The funds raised
will go to the SOS CVidrens' Vllage in Go-Vap, South
Vietnam. The money will also help to finance a second orphan
village in central South Vietn.

SOS Children's Villages, which exist throughout the world,
are composed of "families" of about ten children and one
"mother." A typical village houses about 400 children. Such
an approach to the care of orphans originated in Europe after
World War II.

According to Gien, Hermann Gmeiner, an Austrian,
founded the organization. Gien explained that SOS Villages
were intended to provide as close an approximation as possible
to a stable home environment. The Vietnamese scientist said
that the SOS Village in Vietnam is just an extension of this
idea.

The villages, which are located in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
South America, comprise an international network. Stephen
Siteman, assistant to the president, who is acquainted with
Gmeiner, said that SOS Children's Villages are famous
internationally. The organization is not known in the United
States since there are no SOS villages within its boundaries,
explained Siteman.

The Christmas cards may be obtained by contacting the
Physics office and asking for Gien. The packets of ten cards,
which ae illustrated with Vietnamese and Chinese art, cost
$2.50.

all millin' about lookin' at me an' Johnny like they was
at a zoo, while some more of them went back to gather
the rest still out on the lake.

Finally we was all back together agin. They stuffed
Steve and Ralph and Lou in with Johnny and me, along
with three coppers, and we took off. Now I don't know
if youse ever had the pleasure of ridin' in one of them
hardshell dune-buggies, but it's like coastin" a sled on
gravel. So we set to bouncin' our way to the jail like
eight pinballs in a bell-ringin', gone-crazy machine. They
had the siren and lights goin' so we was a side show by
areselles.

When we got to the station, they put the lot of us in
the lion's cage they had waitin' on the second floor. I
now seen that we all was wet. So we all started hootin'
and hollerin' like it was a zoo. It started to drive them
up a wall, and the more they told us to shut up, the
more we yelled. They was havin" trouble answerin" the
phones and fillin' out the papers, and they begun to
realize that havin 9 us was more of a reliability than a
asset. So they begun lettin' us out one by one, givin" us
each a summins to appear in some court on some such
date and some such time.

In court we all stood in a line and pleaded guilty, and
we paid the five dollars, knowin' that it would of cost
ten to plea innocent.

Randy Bennett is also the author of "In Front of the
Candy Store, a fictional sketch that appeared in a
previous issue of Statesman.

By RANDY BENNETT

Prospect Park's a beautiful place after dark. I can't tell
you enough of what a good time we has there, but I'l
sure try. It's not one of them spic 'n' span type nature
parks. I mean you can't sit down without gettin' to
know a pile of dog shit; and it don't have any unpolluted
lake. But all the same, it's home, just like the rest of
New York, and it's full of good times.

I'm thinkin' in particalur of the night we borrowed
the row boats. Danny jumped in and swum to where
they was tied, unhooked them all, and they set to
driftin' all about the lake. He brought one back and we
all piled in, rowin' every which way after the others until
we all has a beat of our own. Then we started racin' and
battlin', rammin' each other like we was in them Coney
Island bumper cars. We was havin' a grand time of it,
when suddenly I seed the police jeep bouncin' over the
hills like a toy truck, spotlights on, comin' toward our
section of the lake. Well I called out the wwnin', and
everyone laid down in their boats, knowin' full well that

they must of heard us carryin' on even at the
station-house a mile away.

The fun was just beginnin 9, of course, for it turned
into a genWl alarm. They brung out the loudspeakers
and started in with the "come out or we're comin 9 in"
routine. But we knowed that they wasn't comin' in. Not
in that jeep. Well now they started gettin' concerned,
bein" that their threat wasn't workin', so they called up
the station for resistance, and soon the hills was crawlin'

with them Remco trucks, all boundn' 'round with their
lights a flashin" like it was the airport. And more
loudspeakers, with so many of them talkin' at the same
time that maybe they was announcin' arrivals and
departures. We knowed it was only a matter of time
before we'd be captured, and when they brung out the
motor boat I guessed it was all over.

But I be damned, the fun was still only startin'. There
was at least six of 'em in that motor boat, all dressed up
for a riot, or some peace march type thing. I guess they
must of forgot that they come to capture us, 'cause
there wasn't anymore room in the boat to take us back
to shore and we sure wasn't gonna row back areselles. So
they began carryin' on tryin' to figger out what to do.
They didn't want to leave one of them there 'cause he'd
be outnumbered, so they told me to hop in their boat
along with Johnny 'cause we was under arrest.

Well I stood up and in tryin9 to get into their boat
tipped ours over sendin' Johnny and myself tumblin' off
into the water. Johnny couldn't swin, and catchin' the
cue, I started to drown too, yellin' and splashin' like a
Nadman. Those coppers had their shoes off and was in

the water In no time. It was their good trainin 9 that
saved us, somethin' they must of get a Good
House-keepin' medal for.

When they finally got us into the boat, we was al
snellin' lke rotted fish. The coppe was cursin' like the

devil and they had us handcuffed to each other, to
themselves and to the boat too. We set out for shore and
when we arrived, they locked us in one of the Remcos,

James Pub to drink beer and
wine. It was an "unusually
good99 night for the Pub,
according to Pub manager Ron
Weiler. Everyone seemed to be
having a good time.

Danig and Whopin

The Wombats opened up their
thrd set with the Rolling
Stones' "Around and Around,,"
with lead guitarist Charies
Polizzano Gaing his sao and
dancng in the audience at the
same time. Then came Ringo's
"It don't Come Easy,"' with
people dancing, whooping, and
singing along, a reaction that a
Stony Brook mood hasn't
produced in a long time. Dan
Sullivan, a Suffolk Community
College student, said, "It was
just fantastic. The band had the
whole place jumping." He
thought it was "the best band
I've seen on campus in the two
years I've been here.""

Fourth Set

The Wombats fourth set
sdarted at one o'clock Sunday
moking- The band went
through the Stones' "It's All
Over Now,"' with guitarist Frank
Fanelli dancing with the
audience, and guitarist Polizzano
dancing with bassist Randy
Bennett. The band then went
into a soul medley, "Knock on
Wood-Respect,," with drummer
Richie Benjamin driving the
crowd through a syncopated
solo. The night came to a close
at 2:10 a.m., after John
Lennon's "Cold Turkey," during
which pianist Dave Eriksen
piloted an exhausted crowd to a
mellow landing.

The spirit and energy that was
present at James College this
past Saturday night is something
sually folegn to the Stony

Brook campus. It is a reaction
that campus political groups
would like, but have failed to
get. In the case of the Saturday
night mood, people came
together and enjoyed
temlVes.

With finals so near, it's only
right that they did.
. --- -- f --

By DAVE CARTER
and CHRIS CALANDRA

Saturday night's dance at
Hemnr James College was the
most frenzied and energetic
mood that has taken place on
capus in a long time. The
mood featured the "Vombats
Rock 'n' Roll Show, 99 a band
that dipped back into a post of
old Beatle and Rolling Stone
favorites, among other nostalgic
rock oldies.

The dance got off to a late
start, starting at 10 pm. instead
of nine. The Wombats started
their set with "Dizzy Miss
Lizzie,t' a Beatles' oldie. The

audience response was at first
mediocre. But two son8 later, in
the midst of Jerry Lee Lewis'
"Great Balk of Fire,"" the crowd
was up and dancing in force,
shouting and reaming along
with the music. By the time the
second act rolled around the
"joint wa rockin." Upwards of
two hundred people were
crammed into the lounge, most
of them dancing themselves to a
sweat. Pat Cosentine, a Stony
Brook senior, said, "It's the first
good mood I've seen in the four
years I've been here."

In between sets, people
flocked down to the Henry

-1 t -

Soldier Boy

Amidst the smoke,
grey-colored sky,
awaits her lover
about to die.

Side by side
in rows of death,
he holds his turn
to join the rest.

Too weary to fight,
he ai his gun,
and pays to God
what's done is done.

Battle after battle,
it's all the-same,
he look, about;
a glimpse of shame.

Once a hero,
though quite unknown,
with tales to tell
and thought of home.

He lifts his head
above hell's hole,
Then gently rests-
war takes its toll.
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Poetry Place
Upon Reading the Works of Byron and Shelley

'Mose two they stole my thoughts, those thanes of theft!
And to think that they thought, those men of deft,

And published those,thoughts years before
My mind ever thought, no less scared

Imagining a similar world in this space;
Embracing our world wrought in this momentary place.

Yes, they thought about the staid universe of things
And drank from the everflowing, eternal spring,

Then passed their pens on crisp parchment white
While dreamily writing stanzas to love, to life:

stanzas written in dejection's depth, and to night;
To lady's loth, to a wild Childe, of strife.

They thought past, present, future tense, but not of me
. While I think of you, poet of tomorrow,

Overflowing in joy and in sorrow,
Though you do not, and can not, think of me

I still dream and write that I might inspire thee
In your world of yet to come: similar dawn and sun.

Perhaps you'll pen in a passionate rhyme
Those three men of deft, and of old, stole thoughts of mine."

As you metrically align your childish line,
Trying to outwit Time, saluting the sublime.

Son, remember, keep this in that new bor mind
Spenserian stanzas and the Muses count nine.

0, I yearn to talk to Shelley and John;
All my lost friends, long since gone: Yes, Byron

Has paed, but not from thought, and I will, too.
My future poet, I dream today of you

And I would love to chat: listen, for you it's true.
Someday write and think of me as I did you.

You have yet to be born, and I have yet to die.
You needn't worry while I have the time

To weave, to drink, to laugh, and to cry;
To dream, to gaze, and to wonder why.

September 30, 1972 Edwin R. Hamell

Wombats Create New Mood



Theater Reviewer

Poignant and Witty in Vonneguts St;in I I yle
By STEPHANIE SOUPIOS

With tle exception of it being a bit
lengthy, Sunday's performance of Happy
Birthday Wanda June was of the caliber
of entertains nt that Stony Brook
audiences should derhand, more of. A
New York City based touring group, the
Empire 'Theatrical Company gave an
exceptional performance which
captivated most of the viewers as was
evidenced by the meaty applauses.

The witty three act play opens with
Penelope, the wife of the main character,
spouting a monologue which introduces
the personalities while laying the plot.
She comically pegs the play as a tragedy
about "men who enjoy killing and those
who don't" - in this instance one famou
big game hunter, Harold Ryan. Thz
theme jells when Harold, believed to have
been lost on a dangerous expedition.
returns home after ten years to find his
wife engaged to a doctor. His wife reacts
adversely to his arrival as he upsets her
new way of life by dogmatically
reassuming his patriarchal position in the
household. Memorably portrayed, Harold
is the epitomy of the stereotyped
egotistical male hero whose image is
supported solely by a rifle. For the
purpose of hiN own aggrandizement he is
the murderer of heasties who are
defenseless against the ruthless heroism of
all Harolds, as we are reminded by a

Coneert teview

livingroom set reminiscent of a
taxidermist's. An obnoxious character, he
blossoms more despicably as the plot
unfolds, until finally he crumbles while
being forced to probe himself
introspectively. The hero of all heroes

comments directed against war and
female inequality floating throughout.

Successfully padded with "spotlight"
characters ingeniously interjecting their
lines, this attention-getting device served
as the insight to Harold's background.
Out of "heaven," via, the past, emerges a
German known as the Beast of
Yugoslavia, who was one of Harold's war
victims. Worth mentioning is his
"sensitively-real" yet comic Hitlerish
portrayal. Harold's deceased wife also
gives a poignantly earthy and sarcastically
funny portrayal of a woman driven to
drink by her husband.

There were other vital cLaacters, such
as the vacuum cleaner salesman who
comes clumsily swooning Penelope. Hei
son is portrayed as a puny, unendearing
weakling whose significance to the plot is
questionable. Harold's jungle companion,
Looseleaf, cackles incessantly
throughout, sounding uncannily like a
hyena as he forces the audience to laugh
along.

The acting was professional and
stimulating to watch. While the set
remained constant, it was somewhat
distracting to see the props altered on a
lit stage between acts. Bombarded with a
deluge of four letter words and piercing
animal jungle doorbell chimes the
audience is reminded that it is only a play
- but a play on humanity - as Harold
neatly closes by stating "'The End."

melts miserably when faced with the
most courageous of deeds - his own
destruction.

A play by Kurt Vonnegut Jr., Wanda
June is in the biting tradition of Slaughter
House Five, with social innuendos such as

photo by John Dreyer

In Vonnegut's typical tradition, exemplified in "Slaughterhouse Five," "Wanda
June's" performance was "of the caliber of entertainment that Stony Brook audiences
should demand more of."

It was a long evening and by the time Tom Nunn's
"Fragments of Sone" was performed this reviewer at
least was exhausted. "Fragments" is a very beautiful
piece, it is also very long. Laura Chalfin displayed her
talents at singing, dedaming and acting supported by
flute, viola, harpsichord, organ, harp and percussion. Her
opening lines are tantalizing, almost like something out
of Samuel Beckett. The ending also is beautiful, almost

breathtaking but throughout the piece one kept
expecting a dramatic peak which was never quite
reached though perhaps if it had been performed earier
in the pam the effect might have been different.

And so the "Mostly" series continues its tradition of
presenting enjoyable evenings of new music - we can
look forward to their next concert January 27.

By MARTHA CALHOUN
When a program bears titles like "Residues," "Hymn

of the Samaveda," and "Fragments of stone" it could be
a poetry reading, a rock concert, a mystical experience,
or a Mostly from the Last Decade concert. Saturday
night the second concert in the "Mostly" series
(designed by SB grads to feature works by 20th century
composers) featured music by Stony Brook student
composers: Roger Nelson's "Residues," Michael
Luckman's "Hymn of the Samaveda" and Thomas
Nunn's "Fragments of Store," along with works by
Meyer Kupfermann, Stefan Wolpe and Mario
Davidowsky.

Nelson's "Residues" opened the program. The piece is
scored for piano, hom, trombone, cello and bass and
uses only pitches below the piano middle C. The effect
was interesting though due to the closeness of range it
was often muddy and difficult to discern any direction
in the piece.

In lieu of his own composition Columbia
composer/pianist Matthias Kriesberg presented Stefan
Wolpe's "Form." Written for solo piano, "Form," like
the Suite Hexachord Nora Post and Jack Kreiselman
performed last week, is a sensitive, organic work -
beautiful phrases, gently but persistently rising to a
central point of tension. KrIesberg's performance
exhibited this sensitivity. His appearance was part of a
continuing excang between Stony Brook and
Columbia music He had perormed "Form" earlier
this year when Stony Brook musicians joined in concert
with Columbia musicians in New York City's McMilan
Theatre.

Meyer Kupfennann's "Lsine Fantasy from Infinities
One" for solo flute followed. Based on a twelve tone
row, this work makes use of many of the modem effects
of the flute, portemento, bird call-like trills, and even
extends the range a step in either direction. Belinda
Correas performance gave the piece a good sense of
continuity.

Michel Luman based his "Hymn of the Samaveda"
on an ancient Hindu chant to the god of fire. A male
chorus chants a kind of cantus firmus in Sanskrit while
the piano and vibraphone weave an elaborat*
counterpoint around it. The work was done in darknesn
complete with an alchemist performing his rights. The
entire performance was most effective though at times it
was all too easy to become involved in the activities of
the alchemist and forget the music.

Tie air cleared and the audience returned after
intermission to hear Joseph Sullivan pefor Mario
Daidowskyis *Synchronism no. 6" for piano and
edectrnic tape. Davidowsky, another Columbia
composer, has written a whole series of syn ms for
different instruments, all with electronic tape and he is a
real genius at meshing lines and colon between
instrument and tape. Having good ensemble with a tape
and still presenting a musical performance is a difficult
task but Joseph Sullivan aa to do both extremely
well.

By NORMAN HOCHBERG

Science fiction has begun to penetrate the book field
with such success that it is hard to realize that thirty
years ago there were no s.f. books at all. Even a decade
and a half ago there were not enough hard-covered s.f.
books to fill up a book shelf, yet there was quite a bit
being pubshbed.

This diswepanc was accounted for by the s.£
magazines. From its beginnings ence ftion has
aways been dosely tied to this form of publishing; until
the late fifties, in fact, most American s.f. was published
in _aazines.

A d was the leader of the magines then and,
under the name of A is today. Though the
quality of its s.f. has gone down in the sixties and
seventies, during its golden period (the early forties)
Astounding was untouchable, puishing month after
mouth gems by Isaac Asimov, Robert Heinlein, Clifford
Simak, A13. van Vogt and Theodore Sturgeon. That
much of our landmark s.f. comes from that period is a
tribute to Astounding' late editor John W. Campbell.

Super-Editor
Both 'T0he Astounding-Analog Reader, Volume One"

(edited by Harry Harrison and Brian W. Aldiss;
Doubleday, 1972, 530 pages, $7.95) and '"The Eariy
Asimov" (by Isaac Asimov; Doubkday, 1972, 540 psges,
$10.00) are chock-full of the type of fiction that gave
(ampbel his stature of super-editor. The firt book
contans 15 of the best pieces from the years 1932-1946,
greats like Asimoes "N tl" (in a world with six
suns, where night comes but once every 2000 years, how
would people r-ad to darknes?), Steak' s "'ity" (a
1944 story of the death of the cities, told with toucdes
of wry humor d uMd sentiment), and Heinlein's
"By I BS p" (under the pen now Anson
Maclnald).

Most of the stos have the Astouding brand of
sentffic optm that is getting er in saf. today
( "scecWe m, our a m be caleted
through it") but this is not an o detriment.
Most of the stoues an nicely paced (NuNiotb mo
quite quickly, 'ty" as on - both fitting the
.subject matter) and well-written. But, of course, this is

one of the advantages of a e spective anlogy -
you can pick and choose.

'"Te Early Asimov," on the other hand, is not totally
a pick and choose anthology. It is a collection of those
of his early stories not already in any of his anthologies.
As a result, a lot of the stories are uneven and show a
certain youthfulness in writing style. However, all of this
can be forgiven because of the book's other asset -
Asimovfs juicy story introductions.

In between each of this colle 's 27 stories is an
Asimov description of what was happeng life as
he wrote the stories. As good as of the pieces In
this anthology are (many of the stones show a
ffscinating rese man to much of his later work; some
of the "Foundation" precuo wes well-potted and
well-written), the most it section are those in
which Asimov talks abouthis (thoe who have ee
seen him in person can vouch that this is he
does often and wel). He is aigd inf e;
we learn a lot about what It is to be an au throuh
his writngo

All in all, both antholges are nice to have; the first
because it is full of imp -a stoIe, the sed because
It contains some priceless aual nr n.
Unfortunately, Doubleday has jaced the pricee up to
absurd heights and you'd be much better off waiting
until the anthoo xe ele p , wen the
prices are bound to be more vealhstic.

It would be nice if I could say that "Kaldeak" (by
Richard Cowper, Doubleday, 1972, 186 pages, $6.95)
was as good as those two antologies of old s£, but the
novel simply isnt worth the price of its cover (ad wont
be evew in lback). It is the story of a world in which
what i left of a aeadh at co-eists in

a t ith _e t I aM and
compuerized GodL Mubh commentary i h
(humans are dem d t and befg slowly
exter)aed), as we1 as a e meured pon of
sex and an ending that scra for a HKrywood

In fact, "Ku}kwk" a m ke the tpe of novl that
w wrie to be fmed, with no regaud for Us literary
niue. The funy thing . it would have mae a norble
film too.
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Album Review

Pseudo-heavy Eclecticism Lessens Tallent
atomic energy onstage, but their albums generally fail to

reach the jump-up-and boogle threshold.
Side two is a definite improvement over the bland

mish-mash of the other (even the titles are better). One
objection is their gimmickry; why is it every time they're
communicating something "heavy" (usually corny
preaching unfortunately) -they stick the fishbowl over

Lee's head? The effect doesn't make his voice sound like
it's emanating M om the cosmos; it suggests that maybe

someone oughta go unlock the john and get Lee's head
out of the toilet.

Side two shows Ten Years After in their element;
there's more of a- punch to the guts here. It's good rock
music that could be even better. Lee plays smoothly and

he can really sing; it's a shame most of his vocals display
constricted yelling and nasal twang; more bass in that
wonderfully sexy-snotty voice and he'd be a top-notch
rock singer (but he does do those wild high-decibel
seteaMs well).

Concert Review

- -

60

h

This album is less pretentious than usual for Ten
Years After; it's also a lot less ambitious than it should
be. They can really work out in front of an audience,

but they lose it in the studio. They've been marking time
remodeling cliches when they should kick out the jams
and get down to the music they do best. Rock and RoUl
Muds To the World is no excuse for progress. Nobody's
asking Ten Years After to be as heavy as the Stones or as
cosmic as Yes, but this album comes off with more of a
whimper than a bang. Somebody ought to get on Lee's
back; he's a madman onstage but a lazy s.ob. in the
studio, cranking out patent Ten Years After rock 'n'
roll, cruising along, when he could be blazing new trails.

As Lee says, ""You can't win 'em all, sometimes you
fall/fat on your face on the floor." "Rock And Roll
Music To The World" doesn't fail that badly (except
conceptually), but it does lead finally to the question,
Ten Years After What?? If Lee & Co., ever get it
together, then well have something.

By KRIS DiLOREN
If you're going to send Rock & Roll Music To The

World, it's got to be more than the thought that counts,

especially if you're not an intellectual band.

If I had one wish for Ten Years After, I'd wisL they'd

stick to good ole foot-stomping rock'n'roll and quit

messing with the fancy electronic equipment they're so

imps with. Rock & Rall Muwi To The World, is an

effort at a little bit of everything, resulting in a

pseudoheavy eclecticism that makes this excellent band

seem much less than they are. Since Cricklewood Green
Lee & Co., have been playing with space noises (which

only Yes really know how to use) to tack onto their

awkward transitions from traditional rock to fazz and

back. Apparently Lee is trying to create the impression
of cosmic rock and roll, and failing.

This album isn't as confused as their past three, but

many cuts are reminiscent of those albums (the train

zooming by in "Standing At the Station" is p-bbly the

same one that crashed at the end of "Speed Kills."). Ten

Years After should do their experimenting outside the

studio; it doesn't make a good rock album. Their
problem seems to be a lack of self-definition - are they

a rock and roll band, musical evangelists, a showcase for

Lee's manual gymnastics, or what? years ago a friend

showed me all Lee's flash speedtricks on a lousy $25

acoustic with a broken D-string; now what's the matter

with Lee? He's got the potential; by now the band

should .be into something definite if they 'don't want

everyone to forget their original attractive quality

(Genuine Frenzy).
Side one is full of formulaic rock and blues cliches.

There's no guts to it, no realness, though it sounds good.

Ten Years After are a tight band; so what? They can't

keep churning out mediocrity and survive. They ought

to discipline Lee's playing and figure out just what their

music is. They're all excellent musicians who generate

Album Review

Allman
By DON SOBOC]

Anthlogy - Duane Allman - Ca
Probably no rock muician's

than that of Duane Allman. Twi
just beginning to receive attentio
Allman Brothers and as the Scott
and the Dominoes, Allman dies i
few hours after swerving to av
trapped under his motorcycle.

It has only been since his deaf
realized what a great musician h
bring forth as much of the mar
Records has just released the Du

The album is a true music
Because of this, it may be dism
includes many of the works that
became a studio musician in
Pickett, Aretha Franklin, Kin
Carter), and many tracks of ol
played on just because he liked

Jethro Tull generates on stage. But the excitement

comes from a highly professional and well-polished act.

The music itself was the best and most original the

rock world has to offer. As they always do, they took

only a few of their songs, and used them as framework

with which to work in bits of old songs, new material,

and solos. The concert opened with a seventy-five
minute complete version of 'Nick as a Brick," which

featured Ian Anderson's flute solo, John Evan's organ

solo, and Barriemore Barlow's drum solo. Tull's amazing
ability to duplicate their studio quality on stage was
most evident in this, their epic and most recent work.

Their "second" number was "Cross-Eyes Mary" which
led into the famous guitar line that opens "Aqualung,"
Tul's most popular song. Here the regular set ended, but
one knew they'd be back because Martin Barre hadn't
done hbf guitar solo. This was worked into a half-hou .
encore combiation of "Locomotive Breath" and
"Wind-Up," the last four songs all being from the abum

Aqualug. ..
Tull has added some thecatics to their act - phone

ring interrupting songs, a satirical newscast, a "drum

solo" done on a set of toy drums, and s ke bombs.
The theatrics were so well planned, peially the

lighting, that Jethro Tull made all the other rock groups

that lown around on stage look like cheap amateur
But as usual, most of the excitement came from lan

Anderson, who alone is more exciting than all the smoke
bombs ever used by The Who. Alternating between
acoustic guitar, vocals, and flute, Ian Anderson sets the

pace for Jethro Tull by leaping around, twirling his flute

like a majorette, and pointing it like a weapon. Most

groups couldn't get away with all this lowning and

theatrics - they don't have the musical material or

talent to back them up.

-By MICHAEL ISAAC
Jethro Tull is the best. How any group as perfect as

they are on record can be so exciting on stage amazed

over 20,000 at Madison Square Garden last Friday night.

In a lengthy two and onehalf hour performance, Jethro

Tull put on such an outstanding show, that they even

made the Garden sound system sound good.
Only the Stones come close to the excitement that

Anthology: Last Tlcake
INSKI (John Hammond, Boz Scag, Delaney and Bonnie, and

pricorn Records Cowboy).
death was more tUs xc But despite the fact that someone else is supposed to

enty-four years old and be the "star" on these tacks, ,o each- one som

In for his work with the mavous DYane Allman shines through. Particularly
her" guitarist for Derek exceptional is Duane's lead work on Scaus excellent,

in an operating room, a 13-miute "Somebody Loan Me a Dime." It starts off as

oid a truck and being slow b l u e s a n d eventually opens up with Duane adding
his fast-paced, stylish lead.

h that most people have Old Track
e was. In an attempt to Probably of most interest to Allman fanatics and just

i as possible, Capricorn plain appreiative ans are the four previously unreleased

agne Ajman Anthology. tracks o n t h e album. The album opens with a song by a

cal history of Allman. group calle d Hourglass, of which Duane and younger

appointing for some. It brother Gregg were members. It's called "B.B. King

Duane did when he first Medley," and with Duane's guitar and Gregg's vocals,

Muscle Shoals (Wilson one could almost swear that this is B.B. himself. This is

ig Curtis, & Clarence Duane playing the blues, something the Allman Brothers

ther people that Duane actually did rarely.
I what they were doing On the same side there is another slow blues number,

"Goin' Down Slow," which is the only song on which
Duane does vocals. From this cut, it seems incredible
that Duane never used his vocal talents in any of the
other groups with which he has played. Besides another
right-down-home blues solo, Duane sings with an
incredibly light and mellow voice.

From side three, there is a previously unreleased duet
with the "other" guitarist, Eric Clapton. It's an old blues
song called "It's a Mean Old World." Both are on slide
and what you get is another unpretentious, well-done
blues song.

AM ADOa B
The final side is all Allman Brothers. Probably a

somewhat better selection of material could have been
made, but the Allman Brothers are the Allman Brothers.
The final unreleased cut is a live version of the group's
"Please Don't Keep Me Wondering" from their Idlewild
South album. 'Me tract is another in a succession of

remarkable Allman Brother five cuts. Duane dominates it

with two funk-filled solos on slide guitar, an instrument
on which he was just incredibly dynamic. His work on
"Statesboro Blues" and "Layla," both also contained on

the album, makes this additionally clear. Also included

on this side are "Dreams" from the band's first album
and "Standback" and "Little Martha" from Eat a Peach,
the latter unfortunately being Duane's only acoustic
track.

The album comes with an 18-page booklet, which

gives a good background on Duane's life and career. It

makes the point that shortly before his death, Duane,
despite his accomplishments, thought that he had yet to
reach his potential.

In memorium of the tragic death kT Duane Allman, this
album is a well-done collection of his work, exhibiting
his fine genius.
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Professional and Polished Act
Makes Perfect Performance

- - -

-tDear Mother'"
December 8,1972

Dear Mother,
,Tonight I went to "Experiments in Interpretation

of Richard III" like you told me to. You said it
would be an interesting and educational play to
watch. WeU, when I got to Gershwin Music Box,
"Richard" wasn't there; he had been cancelled, again.

You know Mother, it seems like a pattern to me.
First that girl Alice Kellman, the director, tried to do
a full production, but it was cancelled because the
leading man quit. Then she put together this
experiment, and her now leading man quit. Why are
leading men so hard to keep?

In any case, the leading man for "Richard III" did
something particularly strange; he quit two days
before the play was supposed to open. Do you know
who it was, Mother? It was that Chuck Stanley that
you liked so much in "Tartuffe" and "Jacques Brel."
I'll bet you're thinking that Chuck did a very
unprofessional thing. Well Mother, for once I agree
with you. I think a producer might be leary of casting
him in anything again. That was something that was
just plain unexcuseable. If I quit a play two days
before it opened, you'd hit me.

Well, I have to go now, Mother. I'm really
considering youradvice to stop seeing plays and stick
to my math homework.

Your loving son,
PhilUp Kott



Concert Beview

Audience Captivated By
Edwards Excellent Return

Concert Reviewv

Towlen's Humanity &
Music Impressive

By MICHELE PARKER
One important factor that an audience has to deal with in viewing

a performance, be it musical or otherwise, is the credibility of the
performer. It is not enough to be entertained by some great
personality, when the numerous so-called friends cluster around him
after the performance breathing out 'wonderful" wonderfuls and all
you wanted to was was ask him how many years it took him to leam
so-and-so's piece.

Once you dare to transcend their flashy frocks and too-white
teeth, you will often find the performer to be the "only sane person
in the crowd."'

I'* supposed to be reviewing the concert that Gary Towlen gave
December 8 in the Stony Brook Union (complete with the Friday
Bight seaming and the ever-piesent fumbling from down below. I
love it. I love it!), but nrst I have to say something about the after
oerforce.

Retaining his air of a performers satction, but showing his
Buman qualities (sans flashy friends), Gary Towlen made his way
(tux and all) to the Rainy Night House for tea and conversation, and
perhaps to enjoy a performance not given by himself. I was highly
mpresd.

I enjoyed the concert and considered it an excellent introduction
to the twentieth century composers. I did not realize Ravel, Faure
and Prokofieffwere contemporaries (do not ask me to what category
I would label them). I had never heard of Poulenc. Beethoven's (who
is not a contemporary composer) Sonata in F major, Opus 10, No. 2
was the only piece I recognized. But despite my ignorance, which I
reek of anyway, I had a marvelous time.

Credit must be given to Gary Towlen for the marvelous control he
held over the piano. An audience cannot appreciate the years of
practice until they see the pianist perform live and watch his
motions during the performance.

One more point. The audience's numbers are increasing and at the
bottom of the program it says the next concert will be the Beaux
Arts Trio, who will perform Saturday, January 27,197 3.

Theater Dedicated
With bids now being solicited for the Fine Arts building,

University President John Toll helped to dedicate the present
University Theatre, located in Surge B, to the memory of Salvador
Calderone last Thursday night.

The ceremony, held in the temporary theatre following a dinner
and prior to a special performance of the Theatre department's
"Peer Gynt," consised of short speeches by Toll, Walter Abel,
pesident of the American National Theatre and a veteran actor of
some 55 yean, and Dr. Frank Calderone, son of the man for who the
theatre was named and president of Calderone Enterses.
Calderone's company operates a chain of movie theaters on Long
Island.

For the occasion, Surge B, home of the Theatre Arts department,
was decked out with electronic light displays and architectural
drawings of the panned Fine Arts building.

Ae,,, in his remarks, noted that he was "proud to be at the
openig of a theatre, since so many of them seem to be deigg
nowadays."' He went on to praise the Theatre department as "the
hope for our future," calling the planned Calderone Theatre "the
place where Long Island theatre wiU thrive in the years to come."

The entire Fine Arts building Is expected to be completed by
1977.

The University Orchestra played last Friday night to a small
crowd in the Administration building lobby. Directed by
David Lawfon, the Orchestra offered the University
Community its first concert of the year since it played with
loeal high schools during Community Month.

Audience, especially here at Story Brook, to
remain so quiet during a set of four or five slow
xallads. However, no cne grew restless or showed

displeasure as Edwards would interject small talk
and sick jokes between songs.

Edwards moved beautifully from his ballads
into "Stop and Start Again,," "Shaty," and the
song that projected him into national prominence,
"Sunshine." As the singer told the audience, he
was "keeping track of the back forty and kinda
leaving the top forty to fuck itself." Whether he
played his top forty or his back forty, Edwards
could do no wrong. The apYecative audience
greeted each selection with more enthusiasm than
the previous one.

Showstopper
The first encore was a showstopper. Edwards

unveiled a new "dance routine" to accompany
"Everybody Knows Her." Then, answerng the
demands of many, he played what may well be
one of the most beautiful songs ever, "Emma." A
sing-along followed, and it seemed the evening
would never end. It almost- didn't, as Edwards
obliged with a second encore before the audience
lethim leave.

In returning to "the place where it all started,"
Edwards showed his great musi hip. He hat an
uncanny ability to hold everyone's attention
within hearing range. He worked extra hard for the
Stony Brook crowd and it's dear that he enjoys
playing here. Perhaps it is nslid or a sense of
indebtedness. Whatever his reasons, we can only
hope that Jonathan Edwards returns soon to
perform here again and again, for he is truly
amazing.

i in Dilsguise?
how she made liked "Stand beide me when
nees. Although you measure my size/Donst lot
Bill Kreutzman fake estimations rule you." One

i notoriety) add of my all-time favorites, "Mr.
talents to Bojangles" is acorde live and it

song doesn't is the standnout on the album
Iy. After a Written by Jeny Jeff Walker,
Fiddle Tunes," Bromberg does the sog in an

includes with inteting way. In the middle of
In this song, the even minute sn, he tells

ts that ' man the story of how Jwry Jeff came
able more than to write "Mr. Boj -e" It II
kee." His vocal very Vinte c and like
lyrics pefet Bromberg rma , never got
quality to the tired of it."

Despte a few weakness,
de contains the Demon in Die is an
on in Disuse." immensely enjoyable record. If
the best tracks, Bromberg's first two albums are
s the number any indication, the folk situation
e melody and could brighten up a bit in the
as. I particulaly near future.

By BRADLEY PHILLIPS

Jonathan Edwards returned home Friday
evening and Stony Brook welcomed him with
open arms. The mutual admiration and pride on
the part of the audience and the minstrel from
Boston was evident as Edwards held the capacity
crowd under his spell for over an hour in an
outstanding performance which included two
encores.

To the delight of all, Edwards appeared on stage
early in the evening, working with Orphan, the
opening group. Orphan, with Edwards on guitar,
harmonica and vocals, lived up to its pre-concert
acclaim. Showing great versatility in style, the
group played songs ranging from a Poco type of
country rock, to hard blues, to a foot-stomping
version of the Beatles' hit "I've Just Seen -a Face."
Though they may lack the polish of Poco, Orphan
does a fine job on the country rock type of music.
In no time they should be a first rate group.

Edwards began his part of the show with
""Athens County." After saying hello to his band,
Stu Shullman on bass and Bill Keith on banjo, the
singer greeted the receptive audience and then
launched into the title track from his new album
Honkey T Co wboy. Included in
Edwards' selections was a very moving and soulful
adaptation of Peter, Paul and Mary's "Morning
Train."

Attentive Audience

As evidence of the excellence of the concert,
the audience was deathly silent while Edwards
performed, breaking into loud applause at the
conclusion of each number. It is unusual for an

A Folk DeIIoi

pnoLO Dy Juiie uornieja

Jonathan Edwards was heartily, and attentativeky, welcomed home
where he once again exhibited his fine musicianship-but this time,
with the promising performance of Orphan.

saw Sharon, and
him weak in the k
Jerry Garcia and
(of Grateful Dead
their musica
"Sharon," the
suffer notice
medley of "Irish
the side col
"Diamond Lil."
Bromberg lameni
should neve gac
he can stand to I
plays with the
a g a bluesy
song.

' The second si(
title song, "DeGM
It's not one of 1
but nevertheless
embodies a fini
some superb lyri<

By ERIC FRANK
Every year sees the emergence

Af a new personality who gains
wide popularity in our music
culture. Two years ago it was
James Taylor and last year it was
Cat Stevens. Outside of a few
e Iepions Cat Stevens being
one of them, I have been
disappointed in the decline of
the songwriter folk-einger.

The tit of this breed i
not lac g, but rather the
quality of the folk scene has
deteriorated badly. Who is to
bring back the excellent folk
music that Dylan, Ochs and
Paxton gave us? The two most
prominent in my mind- are Ario
Guthrie and David Bromberg.
Everyone has heard of Arlo, but
who is David Bromberg?

For years he has been a
qualified side-man performing
with Jerry Jeff Walkr. and can be
heard on Dylan's Self-Portrait
and New Moning albums. Last
year he recorded his first solo
effort, which received critical
acclaim, bringing him out of
relative obscurity. His latest
release, Demon in D oe, is
another fine album, perhaps
better than his first. Although he
probably will never become a
household word, people are
finally becoming aware of
Brombergss talents.

Demon Di uie is one of
the best folk albu-ns that I've
heard in a long time. From the
first song to the last, the LP
contains consistently first-rate
materiaL "Hard Woridn' John",
opens the album by uizing a
fiddle and a mandolin. Tne
country flavor is enhanced as
Ken Kosek, playing the fiddle,
goes into a variation of "Turkey
in the Straw", halfway through
the number. This cut was

orded live and adds to the
hoe-down atgope. T
second track dep om this
and goes into a ballad entitled
"%baron." Sharon is one of
tree hot-hot belly dancers that
a r In carnival sde-shows.
Brookeig nazrates the ti he

pnoto by Matin Prmvalsky
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Since the language brier cons
the preponderate difficulty t succeed-
ing at a foreign school, the Euramed
program also includes an intensive
8-12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, the course
is given in the country where the stu-
dent will attend medical school.
In addition, the European Medical
Students Placement Service provides
students with an 8-12 week intensive
cultural orientation course, with Amer-
ican students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving as
counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

For appscatio form end further
informaton, phone collect

(516) 746-2380

or write,
EUROPEAN MEDICAL
Stadents aet Srvie Inc.,
3 Adsy haMe_,
Aberts, NY. 1157.
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The Stony Brook Institutional Self-Study is now well launched. There are

many inquiries in progress and many others planned. Interested faculty,

students and staff are welcome to participate in the Self-Study by joining an

existing task group or by initiating a -new one. The hope is that some early

reports to the campus will begin to surface soon and that recommendations for

needed changes will be discussed by affected groups.

Some of the studies presently being conducted are listed below:

Inventory of academic programs in region
Research on student performance and attitudes
Interview study of faculty perceptions and attitudes
Survey of faculty involvement in public service
Study of volume, direction, and causes of changes in major
Analysis of probabilities of admission to graduate schools
Overall curriculum review
Study of employment of Ph.D. recipients
Inquiry into institutional services
Examination of interactions among students, faculty and administration

Study of research atmosphere - norms and values
Questionnaire survey of staff satisfactions
Analysis of leadership in undergraduate life
Research on student housing

For further information, please call the Institutional Self-Study office.

ISituiol Self-Study (Middle States Assocation)
285 Admiration builing, X6-7680
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FOR SALE
TAPE DECK SONY 353-D three
months old $165/Garrard 55-B
turntable $45. Call Charlie 246-4331.

TC540 SONY TAPE RECORDER.
BSR 600 TTSoundsign am/fm
radio columbla 8-track player $250.
Call druce 6-5836.

INTERESTING HANDCRAFTED
GOODS: Pottery, Jewelry, shawls and
more Macrame supplies and bonds,
used paperbacks bought and sold -
funky picking. Come to the Good
Times, 150 East Main St., Port
Jefferson open 11-6 weekdays, until
8 p.m., Thurs. & Fri.

KODAK HYPO ELIMINATOR five
gal. boxes $.50 a box while supply
lasts. Call 698-1626 or 6-6820. Larry.

1966 CORVAIR body good, 53 000
miles, leaks oil $100. Mlke 6-5043
days.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT &
WEDDING RINGS 3 000 ring styles
at 50% discount to students, staff &
teachers. Buy direct from leading
manufacturer and SAVE! % carat-
$179, 3/4 carat only $299. For
catalog send $.50 for postage and
handling to: Box 42, Fanwood, N.J.
07023 (include name of school).

USED REFRIGERATORS and
FURNITURE at low prices. See large
display at County Used Furniture
Exchange, 1522 Main St., Port Jeff
Sta., N.Y. 928-4498. evenings
473-8238.;_
20%-40% DISCOUNT every brand
stereo equipment. Consultations
gladly given. We will undersell any
deaWr. Get best quote - then call us.
Selden, Hi Fl, 516-7320, 10 am.-IO
P.m.
STEREO 2 WEEKS OLD Stereo
am/fm/afc BSR turntable AGS 48 -
watt receiver with seakers 8-track
tape. Must sell $100. Call Joe 6-4793.

HAVE EXCESS HYPO? Our
hypo-elmlnator cannot be found at a
lsser price anywhere. Only $.50 9
gallon. Hurry, while the supply lasts.
Call Larry at 698-1626 or 3690
todayt
1969 VOLVO 142S two door de i
atorwtk, Gdcondition. NO
off or. 6-692i'9'41 .6,Stan.

66 DODGE CORONET-Engine,
Interior in perfect condition.
Automatic transmission, R/H, snow
tires on rims, body repair needed.
Call Fred 6-4903.
THE GOOD TIMES buys quality
used paperbacks.Brng yours In for
cash or trade. All papebcks sold at
half price. 10 East Main St., Port
Jefferson 928-2664. open 11-6
weekdays - until 8 p.m., Thur. &

_r.

HELP-WANTED
PART-TIME 1-5 p.m. $2.50/hr. We
talk a lot. Call Bob, Carol, Ted and
Alke. 582-4800 Tues.-Frl.

HOUSING
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
$25/single, $30/double per week.
Kitchen privileges, close to campus.
928-2232.

THREE ROOM APARTMENT
available February 1. Utilities"
air-conditioning Included. Centereach
area. Call 732-2734.

MAN OR WOMAN NEEDED for
house in Rocky Pt. Call John
744-7044 eves.

SERVICES
NASSAU SUFFOLK STEREO
DISCOUNT get huge discounts on
every name brand In stereo
equipment. Fair trade or not we
cannot and will not be undersold.
For phone quotes 516-698-5621
MWF 4-10 p.m., T-Thu 6-10 p.m.,
Sat.-Sun. 10 a.m.-IO p.m.
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
DErmanently CERTIFIED
ELECTROLYSIS 23 years
experience. Free consultation. Latest
methods. Evelyn Sobel 724-2322.

THREE VILLAGE TRAVEL the
only fuly appointed authorized
agency In Stony Brook. Airline
tickets, youth fars, package tours,
cruises groups and Affinity charters.
7510566, across from Stony Brook
RR Sta.
BUS TRIP to NYC Tues. 0ec. 12,
$3.75 rou1Ari. For fufther
hioemation cON 751-4041.

CHRISTMAS SUN OR SKI holiday
Package! Canary Island - $199 + tax.
Ski In the Alps (Innsbruck) San
Juan, Acapulco, Bahamas, llaml.
Contact Bill 981-9143.

AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, brakes
exhaust, shocks, grease & oil and
other repairs at high discount rates.
Call JC at 246-4205 or 6.

YOGA ONEI SEMINARS learn Yoga
through Intensive experience of Yoga
Life on An American Ashram.
Seminars Dec. 24-April 28. Write:
The Pocono Ashram, Box 400 RD3
Stroudsburgh, Pa. 28360. Pho;ne.:
717-629-0481.

LOST & FOUND
LOST small black framed eyeglasses
with whitish stripes, either with or
without sterflng optical case. Please
call 246-4519. Thanks.

LOST gold baby bracelet with name.
Contact Judy 6-5866. REWARD.

LOST In Gym black coat tan wallet,
gold metal frame glasses Dec. 4.
Contact Micheal 6-4266. REWARD.

FOUND gold 1D Bracelet with name
Elise In Loc. Hall 100 Tues. Dec. 5.
Contact Mark 4570.

FOUND a pair of black soggy ski
mittens In front of Eng. bidg. Call
Ricky 6-4353 or Just ask about
mittens If I'm not In.

LOST yellow and white gold wedding
band. Loc. Center Wed. Dec. 6.
Jeanne Archibald 473-3874.
REWARD.

LOST black wallet bet. Union and
Biology parking Dec. 4. Call 6-6554.

FOUND blue neckla* behind Gym
last Tues. Dec. 5. Call 6792.

NOTICES
THE OTHER SIDE COFFEEHOUSE
Mount College Basement Is open 7
nights a week with great food,
peop1 atmosph and liv*
entertalnment. Sun-T r. 9:30-1:30
a.m., Fri-Set. 9:30-2t30 am.
ENACT (E- vImea Action)
letb Ing will be e e T
8:30 pr., In room 223 S&U. ____

AND NOW COMMUTERS AND
RESIDENTS! Stop In before or after
your morning classes and have
breakfast at the OTHER SIDE!
French toast waffles, toast yogurt,
cereal, gra efrult, OJ coffee, etc.
Monday-Frday 8 am.-i p.m.M
HARPOS ICE CREAM PARLOUR Is
now open everynight 8 pm.-1 a.m., 2
a.m. Fri. & Sat; nights. Harpo's has
all kinds of Wce cream dishes and
cones, also hot sandwiches, pinball
Jukebox, cigarettes, and free coff.
Come on down and try Harpo's
Special. Harpo Marx College Kelly A.

WANT TO SEE YOUR NAME IN
PRINT Immortalized forever and
foreveri SOUNDINGS, c/o Stony
Brook Union (please Include stamped
self-addressed envelope).

ESOTERIC STUDIES CLASS
lectures and discussions on the
ageless wisdom. Tues. 8 p.m., 237
SBU. $1 - all welcome.
MUSIC DEPT. PRESENTS The
Stony Brook Brass Quintet in concert
Dec. 12, 8:30 p.m., Hum. 101,
featuring works of the 16th to 20th
centuries.
THE SBU is running a food, clothing,
and toys drive for the migrant
workers In the RIverhead area.
Collection will be at the main desk
from 8 am.-midnite Mon.-Frl., and
from noon to midnite on weekends.
If It Is at all possible please packaqe
donations in boxes. Get Into the
holiday spirit and help outl
COME TO ISRAELI DANCING
Every Thur. night In James College
starting at 8 p.m.

THE SBU Invites students. faculty
the ntire UnIv. Comm. to attend old
fashioned Holiday party to trim the
tree and sing, and enjoy hot apple
cider, ginger bed m n. candy canes,
nuts frult and much more. Fri. Dec.
15. 8 p~m. SBU lounge In the name
of holiday spirt eryone come!
FEHMIS SEMINAR "Physlo. of
Attn. and Percep." will be hold at his
home today Dec. 12. See classroom
blackboard for Info.

TRUMPET RECITAL Lawrence
Taills Set. Dec. 16, SBU AUd» :30
PJn Sworks by ach Sta

Ilar OrCt. It_y .ai Latn_ ____

MEETING ANNOUNCED BY Nancy
Uscher for prospective students for
Mus. 259 (secondary chamber music)
offered next semester. Meeting will
be Thurs. Dec. 14, 3 p.m., HUm.
308. All students are welcome.
Information about students will be
collected, ensembles formed and
auditions arranged for the beginning
of next semester.

ANNOUNCING the rand opening of
the OMNEILL SNACK BAR
(basement) O'Neill College on Jan.
i4, 7 pm. to 1 a.m., pin ball, low
prices, gool food and more.

Qutt~r Ce_- mowlnf "Puna
of t A _ In KW* Cate. Sn,

The Sc be Fction Llbray Is ope
Sun-Thurs 7-12pm and Fn,7-1

ted In the b gant of H rlx.
In Roth Qued. Plen- come down ad
vist us, the books await.

au-Suffol Bridge Asociton
will be hbolding Its wine EMWkbe
Tou nam-t, THE HA.SUW
CHAUPONSRIPS at thSA"Iph
Unhsty Stuet'Cnt, An 54r7.
Free coffee and tea will be llable
tuhout the tournament. Prizes
will be aard to all section top
oveanl winners. Student rates O $1

pesdon per entry to *a rl
egite at mm York a

CDlle Schedule: Jan. 9,2pm - enw
women pairs, 8,. m - mibed p irs

and University paln; Jun. 6, 1:30 *
open pais (Qudlfyn)- _s b_

Jon. 7. Tm Swt ofour
(gyllie 12s30) Garden
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Branches in:

SUNY Stony
Smithtown YMCA
Huntington YMCA

Brook
Setauket

Patchogue

I ae Grove He oods 10% iacount withhiaad

Except fair trayd Items

al! As long as supply lasts

elaMus n
0 ablt0 of 100 mg
bottle for $2.79

McCrory's, Smithhaven Mall 724-9222
(open 10:am thru 9:30pmn)
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Artists
and

Scriptwriters
WANTED

TO WORK ON A COMIC BOOK SATIRIZING LIFE
AT STONY BROOK TO BE USED FOR SUMMER
ORIENTATION PROGRAM. ARTISTS, PLEASE
SUBMIT A ONE PAGE CARTOON SEQUENCE.
SCRIPTWRITERS, PLEASE SUBMIT THE
DIALOGUE TO A STORY ON STUDENT LIFE.

STUDENTS WHOSE MATERIAL IS USED AND
WHO WILL WORK ON PUBLICATION WILL BE

t WORK. ALL MATERKAL WILL

'JANUARY 19,1973 TO THE OFFICE
DVISING, ADMINISTRATION BLOG.

FRMATION CALL. 6-7003.
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BiAuo Repair '

-COPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE _

Spec ing iIn F og Cars
Engine Tupe-Up s Rebuilt
Carburetors Rebuilt - ls n

10% Discount With Student I.D.

Route 112 - indutrial Park, Port Jeffenon Sta., N.Y.

Tel. 473-9870

Now you
can't tell a bug

by its cover.

- 7

^1

10% Student Discount
on Repairs

Upon presentation of student I.D.

N.Y.S. Inspection . . . General Repairs

|Handica bpped Students: Polity will
be doing a study of handicap facilities in the Union

during Christmas vacation with strong prospects of a

state-funded Union revamping in the future. However,

we need your help and advice. If interested contact

Leonard Rothermel either through Polity or, after
Dec. 21, dial 751-3480.

I

I

I

IF

This Week
in the

STONY BROOK
UNION

Tuesday, December 12
Tuesday Flicks - Humphrey Bogart in
"Sahara" and the "Caine Mutiny" SBU
Auditorium, 4 & 8 p.m.
SBU Bridge Tournament - Room 226, $1
fee. RNH* - John Tataglia, 10 p.m.

Wednesday, December 13
Hatha Yoga - Room 229, 1-2 p.m.
Witchcraft Voodoo and Magic - Lectures by
Dr. Raymond Buckland, High Priest. NY
Coven of Witches.
RNH* - Mack Sennett Films, Continuous
showings.

Thursday, December 14
Enact - Room 223, 8-11 p.m.
Hatha Yoga - Room 229, 1-2. 5:30-6:30,
6:30-7:30

Friday. December 1 5
Holiday Party - Celebrate an Old-Fashioned
Christmas, 8 p.m. in the Main Lounge.
Hatha Yoga - Room 229,11-2 p.m.

*and eddy day at the Rainy Night House; films,
music and plenty of good food.
The Union Buildins will remain open 24 hours a day,
Sun-Thurs, Dec. 10-14, 1 -21.

i

i
i
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So new and different you won't know it's a Volkswagen once you're inside.
THE 1973 SUPER BEETLE

Few things in life work os well os a Volkswogen.

Inc.

139 RTE. 112 PORT JEFFERSON STATION

Decumber 121, 172PM 14 STATESMAN

EMON

TOBIAN SERVICES
Rte 25A E. Setauket

941-9679
ROAD SERVICE

jeffersoin vo siagen,

AUT"NOH12C
DEALERt



By ARTHUR KARP

The world of sport is always full of surrses. The
squash team's StsevelBbtn got a big one last Wednesday
at FordamE an y 30 win, Eten walked
on the court and found his opponent to be one of last
yeaes top ranked juniois in the nation. He bowed 2-15,
5-15, 12-15, and left all the racquetmen wondering
whom they would encounter.

A sick Amie KIdn, taking doses of smellit slts
between points, then pulled out a 15-11, 16-18, 1519,
15-9 victory. "I was lucky," Mein said. "I couldn't run
or breathe In the third gme, but the guy just didn't
-eem to want to hit the ball above the tin." Roland
Giuntini -and EBie Golddein both followed with
impressie fourlpme victories, and the Patriots had
recoered from their initial shock for a commanding 3-1
lead.

With Stony Brook mining four starters, though, the
match eWm eted to be pecially difficult for the
remaining rcquetmen. Dave Greenberg, whose physique
scared his opponent as much as his squash play,
tem ily dedred tis theory with a reoundg

Alumni BrAsetball Game

The Stony Brook varsity
basketball team will play
defending Knickerbocker
Conference champion Hunter
tomorrow at 8 p.m. The
winner will be the odds-on
favorite to capture this year's
title. The junior varsity also
plays Hunter at 6 p.m.

-w w w E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- -

opponent's ousetched racquet, and suffeed a quick
three-gamne lo.w,

So then Elstdi expected Page, but once apin was
ed byAri Sf z, a P n. Although he put

up the best fight of the day, he too succumbed in three
games.

Routed
Mein finally got the honor of playing Page, and was

on and off the court in 15 minutes. Everyone else on the
team followed suit, and the final score was 9-0 in
matches, 27-0 in games. Yes, Princeton is very good. Stu
Goltbin summed it up best. "All in all," he said, "it
was a great succea-or them."

So went Stony Brooks first venture into really
big-time Ivy League squash. What can one expect when
most members of the typical Ivy League squash team
ha played in prep school, belong to the e ous
Merion Cricquet Club, or have had squash-Iovg fathers
bring them up with a racquet in each hand? Stony Brook
in its little way has made itself a contender for the top
ten each year, and no one here had ever heard of squash
racquets before being yanked onto the court by coach
Bob Snider.

15-11, 15-11, 15-12 victory. BPd Eidt, playing three
positions out of place, then followed with a 7.16,15-11,
6.15, 9415 kms, leaving the chanees of * Stony Brook
victory up to three e n. Aaron Kahn quickly
brought home a win with his 15-13, 16-14, 15-7
triumph, and all eyes focused on Paul Levin and Lonnie
Reisman, both playing competitive squash for the first
time.

Vaat o 1 t
Levin, vastly improing with each week of play,

* emeed a 15-10, 9-15, 15-13, 15-8 winner. Rehiman had
troubles though. 'The guy was a football player!" he
am. Between ge i ou his bloc and trying
to hit the ball around that huge hulk, I couldn't get
anything done." The score was dose, but Fordham had
won the last match of the day 15-7, 8-15, 11-15,18-16,
15-11.

With a 6-3 victory, and their record evened at 1-1, the
Patriots then traveled to Princeton, New Jesey, on
Friday. It was an ercse In futility. Stu Goldstein had
expected to play David Page, ranked seventh in the
nation last year. He instead got a "giraffe" named John
Bottger, cntly ould not get the ball by his

(Continued from page I b)
Back from 1962 was Ed Bud, a Httle

chubbier around the waist and a little
shinier atop the head than he was ten
years ago. And not quite as quick.

"We're going to play a slow zone," said
alumni coach Jack Guarneri. 'he alumni
definitely was going to rely upon their
experience, hoping that this would nullify
the youthful advantage of their jayvee
opponents.

Their game plan was not very precise.
"Everybody's going to be running all
over," said Glassberg.

The alumni, however, ran a little bit
ahead of the jayvee during the early
going. Buel and Jack Mandel ('69) often
threw higharching passes ahead of the
jayvee defense which resulted in
fast-bretking scores.

The first 12 minutes of the game had
the teams trading points, and the jayvee
leading 22-19. Marcellus Dennti, Marcus
Spearman, and Lenny Weissman had little
trouble hitting jump shots or rebounding
and then laying-the ball in.

The alumni attack was spaed by two
of the greatest scorers in Stony Brook
history, Ted Eppenstein ('68) and Myrick
(f72). Eppenstein, who set previous
Patriot records for one game in
rebounding (25) and points (36), looked
to be in as good shape as ever, and boxed
out very well.

Myrick, who holds the alltime Pat
scoring mars for a game (45) and a
career (1002), again displayed the form
which resulted in quite a few Stony
Brook h-a-ets. Stopping in midair, he
would twist and turn and then shoot or
pa. On Saturday night, though, the

I

rHE JAYVEE'S LENNY WEISSMAN drives on Dave Schiffer as Bill Gieckel (left), Jack
'Mandel, and Bill Myrick await the outcome. Weiss-nan received game honors with 22
points.

BILL MYRICK pops a righthanded
shot at the top of his jump.

points didn't come. After the fist half,
he said, ""'ve got to take it easy on my
man. No more of that underhanded stuff
- I'm going to take it straight up."

The half dosed with the jayvee
managing a lead, 35-25. Despite a 15
minute halftime rest period, tfie alumni
trotted back onto the court after only a
seven minute rest. They were hungry. (An
alumni reception was scheduled after the
contest.)

Down by 16 with 3:40 gone by in the
second half, the alumni looked to the
bench. Roger Howard ("72) entered the,
game after rushing by car from Queens.

Also entering the game wasomeone
known for his statistics; that is, for
keeping statistics. Wearing number 3 on

his chest was Mike Luffler, the vasity
manager who graduated last year.

Under the boards was Randy Manning
(70), asssted by Dave Schiffer ('68),
who also showed that his outside shot
still was in good form, if not as accurate.

Ron Homie (X72) aed signs of the
teamwork which brought the Pats a
championship in 1970. Teammate
Ghssberg, though, was showing his lack
of practice. Gieckel's fan club, in the
upper bleahes, had no match; they
brought bells drum, and sigs.

None of these helped, though. The
jayvee won, 81-65. Why?

Jayvee forwrd Don Whaley smiled and
said, "This just goes to show that
experience is not the best teacher."

ALUMNI
FG FT-A Pts.

5 2-3 12
4 1-2 9
4 0-0 8
4 0-0 8
3 2-4 8
3 0-4 6
2 1-2 5
2 0-0 4
1 2-5 4
0 1-2 1
00-0 0

28 9-22 65

JAYVEE
FG FT-A Pb.
8 6-7 22
6 1-2 13
5 00 10
4 2-2 10
2 66 10
3 1-2 7
2 2-2 6
1 0-0 2
0 1-2 1
00-0 0
0 00 0

31 19-23 81

Eppenstein
Mandel
Howard
Manning
Myrick
Gieckel
Hollie
BBuel

Schiffer
Glassberg
Luffler
Totals

Weissman
Dennis
Spearman
Whaley
Silver
Slagle
Bogart
Martinez
Wasser
Mabery
Zaretsky
Totals

back," added Mike Luffler.
Ted Eppenstein explained his

feelings about his cords being
broken. "'Great!" he said. 'T, ns
that we're playing better "

One wonders what eventually
happens to ex-players."I wanted to be
a philosopher, but got married
insttead,"' Eppesein said.

Talk then turned to ostabga -and
awards. Randy Manning, wh0 bad
up Mike Karr in 1970, -- od the
awrds ceremony on 'Senior Night"
when coach Roland Mmo
presented the ad players with

"Remember the funal n he
add. "We went out - me, M1ke Tom
Archid, aNd Gerry la I

and received the box ... and there was
nothing in it!!

"They said thereTl be something
coming later, but it never came."

Bill Myrick was somewhat bitter,
althoIgh in good spirits. Asked if he
planned to be the s alnmnIs to
notch one usd alumni points, he
said, sThe way this
acknowledged my first thousand
points, I wouldn't want to score
another _housaI here ... I'd do it i
the pros." Myrick st awaits the

sea p msed him for that
aheveent.

Tbe other grand aiever,
Eppenstein, was puzzled by the

noralt of the pme. He SWC,
"You mean this-t pct e?"

-Alan H. Fabck

"If anybody needs some oxygen, we
have some here," said junior vaity
basetball coach Barry Luckmn after
his team had beaten the alumni
Saturday night.

In the locker room the "old men"
omplained.

ItWhen your head says 'go' and your
lg say stay here,"" said Jack Mandel,
'you lis to your legi."

"If we were in shape," said Roger
Howard, "we might have given the
asi a hard time tonight.. How

many layups did I miss?"
Dave Schiffer. "It was bush to

full-court prom the older men. The
coout was obviously too big; I'm used
to playing es."

"Give to a week. .. " sod Ron
Hode. "...And the s'1 Come
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Racquetmen See Both Ends of the Spectrum

OId Cagers Never Die... They Just Grow Older
%^/

Total Stats:

And After the Game, They Complain
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By GREG GUTES

The clock showed two seconds remaining in the game,
and Harpur leading, 71-69. Steve Skrenta got set to
inbound the ball from behind the Harpur end line.

He faked the pass. His defender leaped, and as he
came down, Skrenta gunned a perfect pass to Carl Kaiser
just past the midcourt line. Kaiser arched the ball toward
the hoop, and for a split second it seemed as though it
might be good.

It hit the rim and bounded to the right. And just like
that, the game was over.

Stony Brook went down to its third defeat in three
decisions Saturday night, but for the first time this
season they looked good while losing. And no one could
say it wasn't exciting.

"I thought it might go in," said Kaiser. "I was hoping
it would go in. I didn't even shoot it; I just kind of
pushed it."

Broken Play
The strangest thing about the shot was that it actually

was a broken play. After receiving the ball, Kaiser was
supposed to hit Bill Graham at the key for the type of
jumper that Graham had had success with in the first
half. But it never came to pass.

"I thought that if I threw it [to Graham' it wouldn't
get off in time," said Kaiser. "With all the excitement, I
didn't see him that clearly. I just wanted to make sure
we got a shot off before the buzzer."

Harpur coach John Affleck was one very thankful
coach after his team had nearly blown a 13 point
second-half lead.

"We were happy," he admitted. "We put real good
pressure on them. We didn't want them to hit the long
pass, and we denied the inbounds pass. We wanted to
make him [Kaiser] take it as deep as possible. It was a
hope shot."

Comeback
By rights, Stony Brook shouldn't have been close

enough to even possess that kind of hope. Down by a
score of 64-53 with 4:45 remaining, Arthur King took a
brilliant pass from James Jones, drew contact, laid the
ball in, and- was fouled for a three-point play. Another
King layup and jumper from the key made the score
67-60, and when Kaiser hit two straight jump shots, the
Pats dosed the margin to 69-64 with two minutes
remaining.

Bruce Lipshutz of Harpur hit a foul shot with 1:42
left, and 32 seconds later, Kevin McNelis fouled Harpur's
Bill Marion. Chris Ryba was hit with a technical on the
play, but after sinking the first foul, Marion missed the
second and Lipshutz missed the technical.

Harpur again inbounded after the technical, and with
53 seconds remaining, Graham stole the ball at midcourt
and fed James Jones, who was fouled on the drive. He

photos by Robert F. Cohen
JUMPING BEANS: Arthur King is the bounciest. Paul Munick is second. Bruce Lipshutz (33), George Fisher (41),
Bill Marion (43), and James Brody admire the two Patriots' style. Harpur jumped when it counted, though.

"I'm impressed with Stony Brook," said Affleck.
'Especially their tough man-to-man defense. Physical!

All the kids said they knew they were in the game."
It was small solace. '"We still lost, man," said King.

hit the first foul shot to draw within 71-65, and King
went high to tip in a Kaiser miss to close the gap to four.

After Lipshutz missed his fourth of five foul shots in
the last two minutes, Skrenta rebounded a missed Jones
jumper and put it in with 19 seconds left. Sixteen
seconds later, McNelis fouled Harpur's Bob Stein. He
missed his foul shot, Graham rebounded, Stony Brook
called time out, and The Ray was set up.

But it didn't quite work.

Despite the loss, the Patriots showed more than they
had previously. After being stunned by a blow to his
temple, Graham scored ten points in the first ten
minutes of the game. King again played with a vengeance
after two lackluster games, and scored 22 points. Stony
Brook, at times, moved the ball extremely well, hitting
the open man around the perimeter of the offense. And
Harpur never went to the foul line until over eight
minutes had elapsed in the second half.

Harpur vs. Stony Brook
FG-A FT-A
9-21 4-4
6-13 0-0
4- 9 1-3
2- 5 2-3
2- 7 2-2
2- 4 0-0
2-4 0-0
2- 5 0-0
1- 1 0-0

Pts.
22
12
9
6
6
4
4
4
2

King
Graham
Kaiser
Jones
O'Keefe
Munick
Ryba
Skrenta
McNelis
Totals 30-69 -9-12 69

In a game in which a last second shot obscured
all else, two Patriot subs who hadn't seen much
playing time stood out. Bob O'Keefe and Paul
Munick got to show their stuff.

O'Keefe hit two long jumpers and two foul
shots near the end of the first half, and provided
the spark that helped Stony Brook dose their
defifit to 3a-34 at the half. Munick scored points
3,3 and 34 when he stole a cross-court pass and
went in for a breakaway layup- something that
has been happening against the Patriots a good
dual. Later, he battled his way underneath to lay
in a rebound, and the image of Munick as a rugged
jayv"e ballplayer waJ& revived.

Confide<Tv:*
For his own part, (0'Kje4fe Jr confident about hit

chances. Asked whether he expected toi be- .artirn
before the end of the year, he %aid, "Yeah, I'm
pretty sure I will. Maybe by next we*?k, and
possibly after the break."

O'Keefe, who averaged 23 points per game two
years ago for the Bentley freshmen team, has had a
tough time so far this year. Expectd to be a key
man shooting-wise, he never quite got off the
ground. "It's my own fault," he said. "I just

wasn't ready to play, either mentally or physically.
The coach [Don Coveleski] thought I was ready
tonight after a good week of practice." And
despite the fact that he only hit two of seven
shots, he appears to have potentially the best jump
shot on the team.

Munick seems a bit more resigned to his fate as
a sophomore ballplayer. "I hope to get some
playing time," he said, "in whatever capacity for
the team. However he [Coveleskil wants it is all
right with me ... Whenever he wants to use me, I
jump to go in."

Different Role
Munick averaged almost 20 points per game for

last year's Stony Brook jayvee team, but he sees
hb. role con the varsity as being a different one. "I
butt try to get a couple of rebounds," he said.
"Mbybe I can get a fast break going with a quick
titchout to Steve |Skrenta] or Jimmy tJones]."

114lwofin the shooter and the rebounder, Stony
Brook should have a deeper bench to work with.
With a little luck, the two may even let someone
flt! deepen the bench.

BASKET BY MUNICK: Paul Munick rebounds a missed
shot and puts it in. He is watched by George Fisher (41)
and James Brody (53) of Harpur.

-Greg Gutes
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Harpur Wins, 71-69

Cagers Third Loss: Just a Shot Away

O'Keefe Munick Receive Shot
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On January 18, 1968 the front page of
every national daily paper was headlined
with the fact that at 5 a.m. on the day
before, the Suffolk County police
descended upon the Stony Brook campus
armed with shotguns, sirens screaming, and
led off in handcuffs 35 people, 24 of them
students, for the possession and sale of
narcotics. As those arrested were being led
off, to awaiting patrol cars, University
President John Toll stood by and asked the
arrested if there was anything he could do
to help them.

Five years later, most of the wounds
have healed and the University has survived
with a scarred reputation. But there is one
wound, in the person of Jeffrey Smith,
inmate No. 14644 at Green Haven
maximum security prison, that still bleeds
profusely.

When the students vvere being arrested,
John Toll asked, "Is there anything I can
do?" Now, John Toll, there is something
you and the rest of the University
Community can do. We urge the Stony
Brook University Community to write the
Governor at the Executive Mansion,

Albany, New York, 12224 on behalf of
Jeffrey Smith's plea for executive
clemency.

If you believe that a penalty of 7-to-15
years imprisonment for the sale of an
ounce of marijuana for $20 is too harsh,
then write the Governor.,

If you believe Jeffrey Smith has paid his
debt to society in the four years he has
already served, then write the Governor.

If you believe Jeffrey Smith has been
"rehabilitated" in that he has spent his
time in prison earning a college degree and
full scholarship offer from Vassar College,
then write the Governor.

And finally if you believe the present
marijuana penalties are unjust, then write
the Governor.

Judges in marijuana cases today simply
do not send first offenders to jail. Jeffrey
Smith's sentence is probably the most
glaring example of an abortion of justice in
New York State. We strongly urge
Governor Rockefeller to pardon Jeffrey
Smith in his plea for executive clemency
and restore some amount of decency to the
process of judicial sentencing in this state.
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Students, take heart. It is not too late.

You too can become an active part of the
new sensation that is currently sweeping
the campus - the active audience.

This past weekend saw students
attending plays, concerts, movies, and
sporting events. No one heard anybody
complaining about "nothing to do" last
weekend. There was plenty.

On-campus plays included "The
Boyfriend," "Happy Birthday, Wanda
June," and "Peer Gynt." All audiences for
each production not only were courteous
to performers, but also openly expressed
their appreciation with loud applause.

And a special congratulatory note is due
"The Boyfriend," performed by the new
student theatre group, "The Punch and
Judy Follies." It was a well-directed,
wel l-orchestrated, expertly acted play
which showed that students indeed can
direct their energies to productive and
entertaining works. We anxiously await
their next productions.

The Jonathan Edwards concert on
Saturday disproved Steve Miller's statement
about the "lame" Stony Brook audiences

which he encountered here three weeks
ago. Edwards quickly struck a rapport with
his audience, an active audience which
displayed its appreciation for him with
sudden, thunderous applause. The
compliment was returned with a pair of
encores by Edwards.

The COCA movies proved that audiences
had respect for their fellow
students . . . and rapport. Stony Brook
students were as one, laughing or hushed.
COCA, too, deserves commendations for
their vast improvement over previous years.

Saturday night's basketball game against
Harpur also was quite pleasing. For the first
time in three years, students became a part
of the game. Shouting, "Go! Go! Go!"
they helped spur the Patriots to within one
basket of tying the score. And despite the
loss, they cheered the team nevertheless.

Social events on campus are picking up;
students are enjoying the events; students
are expressing their appreciation;
performers try to be better.

All this goes to show one thing. Stony
Brook, when you are together, you are
beautiful. A
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A Time For Clemency

Praise, Well Deserved
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assistance from them. We are working
with the Stony Brook Foundation to
obtain large scale funding. Also, we are
attempting to procure funds from the
State Department of Health. It must
be remembered, we are students too
and are not happy with the
undergraduate student body having to
pay for this entire service.

The Corps has over 100 volunteer
members who, unlike some other
volunteer groups such as the tutoring
programs and the day care centers,
receive no academic credit for their
work. In addition the Corps members
are required to take first aid courses
and participate in training programs
with no academic credit. We have
handled thousands of calls since our

inception and currently handle over
150 calls per month. This is a
necessary service.

Let us now turn to the statement
that the state should fund the
Ambulance Corps. First, there is a
state law which forbids the operation
of an ambulance service by a State
University. The rationale for this is
that the University is entitled to the
same municipal services as anyone else
living in this area and this includes
local fire department and ambulance
services. Thus, the State would not
provide funds for a separate
ambulance service. The same holds
true for fire-fighting services. However,
let us assume that this law could be
changed and that money would be
allocated by Albany for a service. Do
you think it would be a student-run
organization? No, it would not!

It would become a service of
Security just as firematics has now
been set up. Would you want .Security
responding, for example, to drug
emergencies? Or, do you think they
would be willing to take you from
your dorm in Kelly to the Infirmary
because you have a "sore- throat?"
Would they take you to the doctor's
office if you didn't have a ride? We
think not. Any ambulance service
must remain student-run. Just as day
care people rightly demand that parent
control be retained, the campus must
maintain an independent Ambulance
Corps in order to maintain the high
level of service.

Stony Brook and the student
government can be proud of being in
the forefront of providing emergency
medical service to its community. The
Corps has aided a number of other
campuses in setting up similar services.

Let us continue this service and
attempt to find additional methods of
funding. But let us not have inane talk
of cutting off funds because "it's the
state's responsibility." Let us not cut
off our nose to spite our face.

We are confident that the Stony
Brook student body supports the
operation of the Ambulance Corps and
would be willing to support us in a
petition drive for necessary funding.
We don't believe, however, that this
will be necessary. We believe that the
majority of the senators understand
both the need for this service and our
concern for obtaining funds elsewhere.
We will continue to provide the service
to the best of our ability and ask for
the continued support of the entire
University Community.

(The uwriter is the executive vice
president of the Stony Brook
Volunteer Ambulance Corps, Inc.)

By LAWRENCE C. STARR
An Open Letter to the Polity Senate,
Student Council and General
University Community:

We would like to take this
opportunity to explain our views and
concerns with regard to the continuing
operations of the Ambulance Corps on
campus. We were dismayed by the
apparent -attempt of some Polity
Senators to discontinue all future
Polity funds for the Ambulance Corps.
There is an old adage of cutting off
your nose to spite your face.

Two years ago, in a survey run by
Polity concerning funding of student
organizations, the Ambulance Corps
came out on top of the list, beating
out Statesman, Intramurals, COCA

By DAVE FRIEDRICH
On April 25, 1972, Mr. Harry

Spindler, SUNY Vice Chancellor for
finance and management, announced
the establishment of a variety of fees,
fines, and deposits. Listed in his memo
were transcript charges, .late
registration and late payment fees,
library charges, returned check charges
and many more smaller payments, in
addition to the infamous add-drop fee.
These new charges were authorized,
despite the verbal promise of the
chancellor that no new charges of
these types would be implicated this
year. In response to this memorandum
(SASU), the Student Association of
State Universities launched a
summer-long "anti-fee" battle.

In a letter to Dr. Ernest Boyer,
chancellor of SUNY, dated June 12,
Mark Borenstein, chairman of SASU
capsulized the outrage of SASU's
membership. SASU demanded the
rescinding of the April 25
memorandum and the establishment
of a university-wide task force to
resolve the disposition of all charges
on students above and beyond tuition.

Through the efforts of SASU,
pressure was put to bear on both local
campus and central administrative
levels. Finally, on August 1, after Dr.
Boyer had met with Mr. Borenstein
and local campus business officers, Mr.
Spindler responded with the
following:

August 1,1972
To: Presidents, State University of

New York
From: Harry K. Spindler
Subject: My memo on April 15, 1972

and SAB. This was at a time when the
Corps was only a fledgling
organization. In a funding referendum
run last year, over 97 per cent of the
vote was in favor of large scale funding
for the Corps. Therefore, this year we
have a budget of $30,000. We realize
that this is a large sum of money and
have our own ideas on cutting it down.
Next year, we anticipate a budget
request of only about one half of this
sum. We would like very much to cut
the undergraduate funding of the
Corps to $8-10,000 within 2 years.
Toward this end, we are seeking funds
from the graduate students, CED
students, faculty and staff. We
currently service all of these segments
of the community, yet receive no

regarding deposits, fees and charges.
On April 15, 1972, I sent you a

memo which was intended ' larify
State University policy ih Herd to
deposits, fees, and charges. Issuance of
this memo has given rise to a number
of questions by members of the
University community at- both
campuses and central staff. It had
identified a number of additional
unanticipated problems, especially the
elimination of some fees previously
charged on campus not heretofore
charged.

We believe it is important that the
entire matter be very carefully
reviewed. It is the intention of the
Chancellor to discuss the matter with
the Council of Presidents as well as
with other consultative bodies within
the university. Therefore, my memo of
April 25, 1972, is rescinded and
deposits, fees and charges in effect
prior to that date should be regarded
as the approved deposits, fees and
charges for your campus.

This spring, when you wish to add
and drop courses, consider the fact
that it might have cost you five dollars
per change if not for the efforts of
SASU.

SASU?
Let me take several steps backward

and answer the question, "What is
SASU?"

In brief, SASU is a coalition of
student governments in the State
University of New York. It r-..ie
about two years ago wh-.!_t Dome
students from various state schools
were dissatisfied with the lack of
student input in the selection of the

chancellor. At that time, it was
decided that schools in the State
University system should operate
collectively rather than as separate
entities.

SASU consists mainly of the
four-year state operated colleges.
Actually, there are four types of
members: university centers, four-year
colleges, agricultural and technical
colleges and associate memberships
which are offered to community and
private colleges in the state on a
non-voting basis. Each full-member
school is accorded votes based on its
population. Associate members do not
partake in SASU's political operations
which are its most important facet,
but do benefit from its rapidly
expanding program of services.

SASU, as any new organization,
initially suffered from lack of
coordination and small membership.
For the good part of a year, SASU
fumbled around. It has only been
during the last year that the
organization has learned to stand on
its own quickly-strengthening two legs.
As increased membership and
credibility add power to these limbs,
Albany legislators pay greater heed to
the coalition.

The 300,000 voting students in the
State University system can unite for
the first time, and make S9ASU one of
the most powerful and influential
lobbies. in New York State. The
potential for the advancement of the
"'studentlot" is unlimited.
(Note: More on SASU's political and
social implications will be printed in
future issues.)
(The writer is Polity Treasurer.)

Don't locate it where, upright or
fallen, it might block escape in
case of fire.

5. Keep the tree in the dormitory
for the shortest possible time.
The minute the tree shows any
sign of drying out, it should be
removed.

6. Don't rely on chemical coating
or solutions to "flameproof" a
natural tree - none is
completely effective.

7. All tree lighting must be turned
off before leaving the building or
upon retiring. In certain areas, it
would be well to set a specific
time for turning the lights off.

8. Artifical trees need care in
selection and handling, too.
Plastic and metalized trees can
bum; use the type clearly
marked as made of slow-burning
materials. Those with builtin
electrical systems should carry
the Underwriters' label. Metal
trees are not a fire hazard, but
may be a shock hazard. Use only
indirect lighting with them. If
lighting strings are placed on a

metal tree, it may become decorating materials
"charged" and dangerous. glass, asbestos, etc.) at all

9. Know the location and proper Untreated cotton batting
usage of fire extinguishers and paper ignite easily ar
provided, and be sure that the burn intensely. There
proper extinguisher is in the number of non-comb
proximity of the tree. products now on the

B. DECORATIONS C i o pg1
10. Use non-combustible(Contnued on page 19)

By JOSEPH PAUL KIMBLE
and GEORGE BUCK

Every year at the beginning of the
Christmas season, there are numerous
questions that arise in regard to the
proper type of decorations that will
conform with good fire safety
practices. Procedures have been
compiled for your information and
guidance.
A. TREES

1. Natural trees may be installed in
lounges, recreation areas,
common areas, etc., only.
The ARTIFICAL type of trees
may be used in bedrooms,
hallways, etc.

2. Saw off the trunk of natural
trees at an angle one inch or
more above the original cut.

3. Stand the tree in a container of
water and keep it in water until
ready for disposal. Check the
water level daily; the tree will
absorb large quantities while it is
indoors.

4. Support the tree firmly. Keep it
away from all sources of heat --
hot plates, stoves, fireplaces.

(metal,
11 times.
g, flock
nd may

are a
3ustible
market
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the power we we coma fro, and
how much we pay,, In
term, for our benef i min
termn. It seen tat eyone in
go ment and indy in
convinced that there is a oae of
energy and that the solution to this is
to build more power pans. Nucer
plants are being id
as being '"e" and 4'dea". How
valid is this _ ?

Probably the fist thing to do in
evaluating a phnse like the '%eery
crisis" is to find out who is using it.
In this cmse it is found to hll feey
from the tips of Con Ed and the

ote egedtr u il Ie, groups weq
known for heir s inteet id
Comer stio and coasumer rights. It
is worth noting that Con Bd spends
$7.50 on public reations for every
$1.00 it spends on rch and
development. Doesnt it seem a little
odd that a monopoly should have to
spend so much time rad money
convin you to buy thei product?
But questioning the motives of the

pureyols of the energy crisis is not
g st becase they have an

axe to grind doesn't make them
be y wrong. For the sake of
agument, let's Qsume that theypre

right. The U.S. does need more
eneg. But where should we get it?

E3nvironmenta Action mazine
did some Ilatins to help fge
that out. According to them, the U.S.
could sav enegy by recycling.
Although the calculations are not
completely be, due to the ladc
of informtion on the energy used by
Preccing techniques, they can still

give us a due as to possible benefits,
in pure economic terms, which we
could gain. Let me quote them:,

Currently only 25% of our
stee. is produced from recycled

p. If half our steel were
pEodued from such scrap, the

energ sad to the country
would be about 1000 trillion
British thermal units (Btu) per
year. A Btu is the quant"iy of heat
required to Wise the tempeatue

of one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit. Total U.S.

os n of in 1970

was about 70,000 trillion'BTU D
Len than five percent of

aluminum production comes from
recycled aluminumx If this were

incMesed to 50%, -the annual
energy savings would be about 350
trillion Btu per year. Thus
recycling half the production of
our two most common metals
would reduce energy cor-sumption
by about 1350 trillion Btu per
year, equivalent to 2% of our total
annual energy consumption.

Similar energy savings could come
from recycling paper and packaging,
and from use of efficient public
transport systems. And there is the
added benefit of easing pressure on
our landfill sites.

Another good case of how
environmenlism can, save money is
taking plare right here in Smithaven

all. The Mall used to spend great
sums to get its trash carted away by
an expensive sanitation company. By
far the greatest percentage of this
trash was cardboard - light, bulky,
and expensive to dispose of. In an
.effort to save money, they began to
separate the cardboard out of their
trash and having it recycled.
Although they had to pay for the
dumpster and the trucking, it reduced
their trash load so the sanitation
compay bad to come less
frequently, thus creatng a net
savings. And in the process they
minimized the load on the
envro t. How's that for
economics?
(The writer i a member of ENACT.)

By LIZ FEINMAN

Is Environmenblim Economical?
No - not for the polluters. It means
they'll have to stop shovding their
garbage into the eenalities"
department of their bookkeeping and
start paying for it themselves. How
about for us, the consumers? Is
e nvironmentalism a paying
proposition?

To answer this question, it might
be best to study one particular
problem. One of the most
talked-about of environmental issues
is the "energy" problem . . . where

Dear Student,
My name is Mark Dawson and I'm

running for the position of Polity
treasurer. I feel that I have the best
qualifications for the job. These are -
chairperson of Program and Services
Council, treasurer of the Commuter
Center, assistant Polity treasurer in
charge of college government, and
member of the Polity Senate, in which
I was elected president pro-tempore.

One of the teasurer's jobs is to help
set priorities for the Polity budget. To
have each college run a business
requires the funds for an initial
investment. These funds must be made
available to every college that wants to
start a business. Day Care centers must
be made available for those who need

them. There are many areas of the
budget that should be paid for by the
Administration. I will work for the
administrative funding of the

iAmbulance Corps and Intercollegiate
Athletics, but not to the extent of
letting them die.

One last campaign promise: if
elected I will ask the Student Council
to appoint myself chainperson of the
Election Board, and I promise no more
of this nonsense.

Mark

(Ed. note: A letter from Jaon Mane
um printed in ast Friday's law of
Statesman. Inadvertantly, Mr.
Dawson's wa not. We regret ts
error.)
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should be happy to have his statement
published on Tuesday, after all, the
memory of the public . ..

The Election l Board is willing to
admit to its own incompetence in
handling the elections, and even if it
were unwilling to do so, Saes-an has
been more than willing to point this
out to the members of the Student
Polity A on. Unforttely, the
editors have not been as willing to
point out their own lack of
competence and their personal bin in
coverage of elections.

In the future, the Election Board
will be willing to work with the staff
of Satesman to ensure imparal
elections to the benefit of the entire
Student Polity Association.

Rich Wolenstein
Frederick H. Bauer

for the Election Board

are conened about coverage of this
election, any member of the Elecon
Board wil be more than willing to
inform your as to the

onsibilities of the _A r (he's
the one who signs your oud,'
ree e)

During elections held etaiier this
semester, two Statn editoran

for Polity office. This may aocount for
Statesans pui c aty i for

those elections. An intetig
side-light of that campain was that
one of those people was elected to two
conflicting positions, andiciay ad
Senate, and attempted to obtain a
position in each of the brnces of the
Student Polity Association. Why was it
that Statesman saw no problem with
one of its editors violating basic
principles of sepaation of powers? In
the current elections, a tesman staff
member chose to run a writein
^mpyign for treasurer. While I
appaud the chance that students have

been given to make a choice of
treasurer, the fact that the only

temet which Statesman chose to
uh that of its own staff

member raises serious questions as to
the fairness of the current elections.
The Election Board has enough-
problems merely assuring that
advetisemes which are placed wh

the Ste n fact appear within
the paper without having to deal with
pilotess arising out of Sten's

election coverage. When the chairman
of the Election Board cam to your
office to ask what had happened to
Mr. Dawson's ampign sament, he
was fist told that your paper did not
publish policy statements. Upon
inquiring what Mr. Manne had
submitted to Statesman if not a
statement by another nane, Chris
Carty spent one4hlf hour in an
attempt (unsuccessfully) to find Mr.
Dawson's statement. Ms. Carty then
offhandedly remarked that '?Mark

To the Editor:
During the current semester,

students have constantly been
reminded of the inefficiency of the
Polity Election Board. The chief
source of this information, as well as
constant editorial epithets directed
toward the Election Board members,
has been the only other totally
inefficient organization to be found
within the realms of Polity:
Statesman. The Election Board, being
a bit more willing to forgive than some
others, has declined to make any
public outcry until this point, but the
staff of Statesman has done itself one
better in its coverage of the current
election for treasurer of the Student
Polity Association.

In the event that the staff of
Statesman is unaware of this fact, the

office of Polity treasurer may be the
most important within the Student
Polity Association.

(Continued from page 18)

which are labeled by
Underwaters' Laboratories, and-
only these should be used.

11. Do Dot use polystyrene foam
for candle holders or for table
or mantle decorations where
wax candles or direct heat is
nearby.

Electrical evergreen wreaths may be
used for window decorations.
C. LIGHTING

12. Check tree-lighting sets, electric
andles and similar holiday

ighting equipment, as well as
extension cords, for frayed
wires, loose connections and
broken sockets. Use only
equipment carying the
Underwrites label.

13. For outdoor lighting, use only
sets listed for outdoor use, and
if extensive outdoor holiday
lighting is planned, call Campus
Fire Safe (6-3333) to make

sure safety rules and regulations
are followed.

14. Lighted wax candles are
permitted as table decorations
as long as a sturdy metal or
glass holder - is provided.
Lighted candles in any type of
holder should never be placed
on window sills, dressers, etc.,
where curtains may blow
against them.

Don't forget, above all, have a fire
emegency plan. Figure alternate escape
routes out of every room. If fire
strikes, evacuate the building, then call
6-3333. Fight the fire only if you can
do so safely, keeping an exit route
open.

For additional information, contact
Fire Safety at 6-3333.
(Mr. Kihble is the director of safety
and security, Mr. Buck is dretor of

amp us Om sety.)
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Junior Varsity Basketball: The Patriots try for
their first win against the Hunter jayvee at 6
p.m. in gym.

Class: The Allstate Driving School is giving an
authorized Driver Ed. Class, which meets N.Y.
State's three-hour driver ed. class requirement
for road tests. At 7:30 p.m. in Union Room
236. Must bring your driving permit, and there is
a $5 registration fee.

Party: Christmas - Hanukay party at the 2nd
floor of the library from 2 - 4:30. Slavic,
German, Jewish, and Swedish Holiday Food.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14

Movie: CED's The Cinema, A World Overview
will present "Morgan," starring David Warner
and Vanessa Redgrave at 8:30 p.m. in Lecture
Center Room 100. A 1963 short by Chris
Marker, "La Jetee," will also be shown.

Swimming: Swimmers visit N.Y. Maritime at 4
p.m.

Movie: Dreiser College presents "Angry Red
Pl net" in the lounge at 9 p.m.

Graduate Recital: Paul Orton - clarinet and
saxophone music with piano and strings at 8:30
p.m. in Lecture Hall 105.

Israeli Dancing: Every Thursday in James's
College lounge starting at 8 p.m.

Meeting: The Finance & Management
Committee of the S.B.U. will hold a very brief
meeting at 12 noon in Room 201 (Union).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15

COCA: COCA will present "Shaft" at 7 p.m.,
9:30 p.m., and midnight in Lecture Center
Room 100. Admission is $1.00. Also shown on
Saturday.

Party: A Commuter Holiday Party with free
mixed drinks, beer, and eight foot heroes. Fee is
$1.00.

Varsity Basketball: The Patriots encounter N.Y.
Tech at home, 8 p.m. Admission is free with
Student I.D.

Final Exam: At 6 - 9 p.m. in Lecture Hall 100
for Psy 101 for option A students.

Party: The S.B.U. invites students, faculty, the
entire university community to a Holiday Party
at 8 p.m. in S.B.U. lounge.

Music: Friday evening the Buffeteria will
provide music by the S.B. String Trio.

Child Care Center: Students interested in
working at O'Neil Child Care Center at Stage XI I
during spring semester through Int 280, 281
must apply this week at the Center, 246-3375.

Musical Performance: A special holiday musical
performance by the University Chamber
Orchestra and Chorus, featuring a short opera
with puppets, will be presented at 8:30 p.m. in
Room 105 of the Lecture Center.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16

Concert: Larry Tallis - Trumpet, Master of
Music Recital at 8:30 in S.B. Union.

Squash: The raquetment play the squash alumni
at 6 p.m. in the gym.

Kiddee Matinee: The S.B.U. will present two
film's, "Christmas Carol" and "A Present for
Santa Claus" at 10:30 a.m. in the Union
auditorium. Admission is 50 cents.

Swimming: The Patriots meet Seton Hall in S.B.
pool at 2 p.m.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17

COCA Film: "Ninitchka" at 8 p.m. in Lecture
Hall 100.

Christmas Concert: Laszlo Halasz conducting
members of the L.I. Concert Orchestra at 5 p.m.
at Sunwood Estate.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18

Movie: Benedict College will sponsor the movie
"The Blackboard Jungle" at 8 p.m. and 11 in D
- E lounge.

Film: Guthrie College presents "Nanook of the
North" and "Man of Aran" at 8:30 p.m. in
Guthrie College Coffee Room.

Meeting: At 9:15 in Room 214 in the Union
there will be an encounter group meeting.
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Calendar of Events
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12

Lecture: Professor Sheldon Ackley speaks on "A
Free and Ordered Society" at 8 p.m. in Lecture
Center Room 103.

Flicks: Tuesday Flicks will present "Caine
Mutiny" starring Humphrey Bogart and
"Sahara" also starring Bogart at 8 p.m. in the
S.B.U. Theatre, admission free.

Meeting: Riding Club Meeting at 8 p.m. in
Room 231 in Union. All welcome.

Concert: Hendrix College is sponsoring the
Stony Brook Woodwind Quartet at 7:30 p.m. in
lounge.

Study Program: A New Foreign Study Program
in Denmark sponsored by S.U.C. Brockport is
still accepting applications for spring semester.
Interview with Dr. DeBoer required. For
appointment call 246-8324.

Meeting: Charismatic Prayer Meeting at 8:00
p.m. in first floor office in James College.

WEDNESDAYDECEMBER 13

Seminar: Seminar Series in the Biological &
Medical Sciences by Professor Merrill W. Chase,
Rockefeller University, at 3 p.m. in Lecture Hall
110.

Movie: Guthrie College presents "Planet of the
Apes" at 9 p.m. in Kelly Cafeteria.

Film: Commuter Center presents "Roller
Derby" at noon in the Gray College Lounge and
at 1 p.m. on Thursday.

Meeting: Graduate Career Night for Engineering
at 8:30 p.m. in E301. All Engineering
Departments will be represented.

Varsity Basketball: The Patriots take on Hunter
College at 8 p.m. Admission is free with a
student I.D.


